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Abstract.

KIELE, WILLIAM ALBERT, 1aJ, USAF. "The Clasilflcatlon

Problem of Finite Rings by Computable Means" (Under the

Direction of Kwangil Koh). 1987, Ph.D., North Carolina

State Univezsity.

The purpose of this ka-pe- Is to establish a

constructive method for testing when two given finite rings

are Isomorphic. Currently published theory has classifitd

a significant number of finite rings; however, "Idealized"

representatives axe almost always used, with no provision

for determining which Isomorphism class an arbitrary ring

belongs. The new results are as follows:

1. Two rings are Isomorphic If and only if a specific

system of quadratic equations is satisfied. This system,

and a method of attacking It, were developed by the author.

2. As a corollary to the preceding result, there exists a

system of linear equations that positively identify whether

or not a ring R possesses a 1. The system also shows how to

change a ring's basis so that I becomes a basis element.

Some tests for existence of other idempotents besides I are

shown.

3. Some old and new results In classifying finite rings of

small rank are obtained with the help of theory developed

in this paper.
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Abstract

KIELE, WILLIAM ALBERT. The Classification Problem of Finite

Rings by Computable Means (Under the Direction of Kwangil

Koh).

The purpose of this paper is to establish a

constructive method for testing when two given finite rings

are isomorphic. Currently published theory has classified

a significant number of finite rings; however, "idealized"

representatives are almost always used, with no provision

for determining which isomorphism class an arbitrary ring

belongs. The new results are as follows:

-5: 1. Two rings are isomorphic if and only if a specific

* system of quadratic equations is satisfied. This system,

-A and a method of attacking it, were developed by the author.

2. As a corollary to the preceding result, there exists a

system of linear equations that positively identify whether

or not a ring R possesses a 1. The system also shows how to

change a ring's basis so that 1 becomes a basis element.

Some tests for existence of other idempotents besides 1 are

shown.

3. Some old and new results in classifying finite rings of

small rank are obtained with the help of theory developed

in this paper.
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Introduction

Raqhavendran (Ral, Wiesenbauer (WIJ,[W2], and Kruse & Price

[KPJ classified all finite p-rings of cardinality up to and

4
including p , using well-established theory of Jacobsen

radicals and innovative techniques of their own. In each

work, these authors also tackled special larger rings using

*their methods. In all cases, the "canonical" forms each

author used were carefully chosen for their simplicity of

expression and invariance under various algebraic

properties. Further, key ring isomorphism theorems and

results were based on existence, rather than construction.

In this paper, an approach to the ring isomorphism problem

is taken which is related to both Wiesenbauer's and Kruse &

Price's; yet, the differences are sufficient to yield new

insights so that one can see hoQw two rings of small rank

are related to each other, by actually constructing a

transition mapping. The chapters of this paper are

organized as follows:

I. Two familiar objects are looked at in a new

way--the multiplication table of a ring defined on the

basis of its additive group, and its associated coordinate

"cube". while Wiesenbauer and Kruse & Price both define

structure constants based on at least one of the axes of

the cube, none look at all three. By so doing, some new

computational results equivalent to and extending the

currently known ones are obtained.

=I
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II. A mapping on the module of cubes is defined and

shown to be a group representation; other properties are

also obtained.

III. A conclusive test for isomorphism between two

rings is derived, producing a system of quadratic equations

which can be effectively attacked when the rank of R is

small. This system, called the QuadIdatc Identitim, can

be modified to identify any and all nonzero idempotents in

a given ring, including 1.

IV. A presentation of the computer algorithms

developed for this paper, as well as several illustrative

examples, are given.

V. Some old and new results for certain rings of rank

two are obtained, using idempotents and the tools of this

paper as the basis for investigation.

€5
5,
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I. Review and Elementary Results

1. Two classical theorems in group theory.

Convention. Throughout this paper, a ring will be presumed

to be associative except where noted, and not necessarily

with identity. Also, R+ means the additive group of a ring,

or any abelian group from which a rinq is to be constructed

-- the context will make it clear which of the two is meant.

- Proposition I.1.1: Let R be a finite rinq. Then R is the

(ring) direct sum R e R., li~t, where IR I = p , each

P. is a distinct prime number, and each d is a positive

integer.

Proof: Since R is a finite ring, IRI=p, '...Pt and it is

an abelian qroup (denoted R*) with respect to its addition.

5 Thus, R* is the additive direct sum of its (unique) Sylow

p-subgroups. It must be shown that with respect to the

ring multiplication, the Sylow groups are two-sided ideals

as well.

Let R denote the Sylow p -subgroup of R . Then
L L

k
.".

IRA = p. . Further, if x e R., then p x = 0 for some

nonneaative integer k, because each element of R generates

a subgroup of R.; hence, o(x), the additive order of x,

-'5
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divides pL . Hence
tk

R. S R = {x e Rip x = 0 for some k ? 01.

The sets are in fact equal, for any element in RI generates

a p,-group which can be a subgroup only of R., and no other

R , because the order of a subgroup divides the order of
i

the qroup.

Now R, is clearly a ring, and further, since for

all x e R, x-R' S R' and R'-x S R', it is a two-sided
i i. t. t

ideal. The desired result is thus proven. a

J.

Thus, when considerinq finite rinqs, it is sufficient to

examine finite rings of prime-power order. Such rings will

be called prLn._. Throughout this paper, additive

notation will be used to describe the operation in an

abelian qroup.

The following theorem is known, and a constructive

proof can be found in [Cal.

Theorem I.1: Every finite abelian p-group G is the direct

sum of cyclic subqroups.

Remark 1.1.1: Thus, if G is a finite abelian p-qroup, then

G is isomorphic to z Pd s e .d / d and the

pop l



followinq facts are a consequence of Theorem 1.1:
a. The numbers d I ..,k are unique up to

rearranqement.

b. Any subgroup qenerated by an element of maximal

order is a direct summand.

c. If a ring R has a 1, then since I is a maximal

order element additively, <1> is a direct summand.

Definition 1.1.1: A basi for an abelian group R+ is any

* minimal set of generators of R+ . When the elements of the

basis are placed in nonincreasing additive order, they will

-. be said to be in natqrai order.

.4 Definition 1.1.2: The rank of R+ (and hence of R) is the

number of elements in a basis for R+ . The typge of R is the

k-tuple (dI .,dk), and will be denoted P(d'','d k)"

Remarks:

1.1.2. The term "basis" is justified because every

-A element x e R has a unique representation x = c +.

for c. e Z/

1.1.3. If o(e ) = p for all i=l,..,k, then G is a free

/ d-module. Otherwise, G is the direct sum of free

d -modules, where d >d >..>d >0, n -< k. Such a rinq
A. P 

~
1 1 2

-Ae
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will be called a mixed rinq. Mixed-order rings can

be thought of as a free / d.-module of rank k, factored by

the following equivalence relation:

Proposition 1.1.2: Let x,y - R% . = {e.}. a basis for R

in natural order, x = .c e, , = d e, c,d e p d1

Then

x = y if and only if c, =d mod p" for all i = 1,..,k.

Proof: x-Y x = y 4 x-y = 0 I
, Id.

(c -d)e = 0 o c.-d. =_0 mod pt for all i=l,.,k since .2 is

a basis. a

The foundations of ring structure will now be introduced by

means of special mappinqs known as multiplications.

Definition 1.1.3: A mq.tjp!_1.catign on a group G is a

mapping ju:GxG --+ G which is bilinear with respect to the

Qroup operation. p. is a ssocLative provided

"(/p(a,b),c) = jj(a,(b,c)) for all a,b,c e R.

Theorem 1.2 C(Fu]): Every multiplication on an abelian
V.

group G can be characterized by Its action on any basis for

G. Conversely, any mappinq defined on a basis of G,

I,
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subject to the condition o(M(a,b)) : minfo(a),o(b)},

extends to a multiplication on all of G. Finally, a

multiplication is (commutative, associative) over all of G

if and only if it is (commutative, associative) over its

basis.

Note: Each multiplication defines a (not necessarily

4associative) ring when G is abelian. Fuchs points out that

for any qroup G the set Mult G = {1: p is a multiplication

on GI is a group; its group operation is given p.vw(a,b) =

j.i(a,b)+v(a,b) ("+" is the operation on G). Mult G is

abelian when G is. He also notes that the set of

associative multiplications is a subset, and normally not a

subgroup, of Mult G.

Example I.1.1: Let G = Z/p 0 Z/p. Let

1 (a,b), (a,b 2 ) ] = (ala,b). Let

C (ai,b I ),(a 2,b )1 = (aI,b2 ). Both uI and p are

associative by direct calculation. However, (p',q.2) is not

associative.o

*1

I

Ols

@4I
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2. Introduction of basic -machinery" for ring computations.

Definition 1.2.1: Given R+ an abelian group with basis

.3 = {e,..,ek } , let

P ek
e P(e I ) .. W(e k )

M :
Sk Pzle k'01 ) . ekC

H is called the t LatiQn ,fl with respect to

the basis S2 (denoted Ma when basis identification is

necessary).

For brevity of notation, the symbol Z (xl will frequently

be used to denote Z[X1/P.

Example 1.2.1: Let R = GF(33), the field of 27 elements.

One representation of R is a x]/(xs+2x+l). A basis for R+

is S2 = {1,x,x 2}. The multiplication table of R with respect

to 3 is:

1 1 x xz

M =x xz
x x x X+

x 2x X+ x2 +2x

Remarks:

1.2.1. The multiplication table is crucial to all the

theoretical development in this paper, since all the basic

computational results flow from its analysis.
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1.1.2. Throuqhout this paper, bold letters such as e and f

will be reserved for ring elements, and normally-typed

letters will denote scalars. Further, e.. will mean

M(e,e). No confusion should result from this choice of

notation.

As 3 = {e, .. ,e k } serves as a coordinate system for G,

one can coordinatize the basis multiplication table for

R = (R , )

Definition 1.2.2: The dQDir_'te_ c (or simply a .ibtr) of

R = (R , ) is the kxkxk array of coordinates for each

element e.j= p(e ,e.) of the multiplication table M. It

will be denoted by [M] (or (Ml when context requires basis.3
identification), and the standard display will be

[~:] rlkl[ Lk]
ikk

M where e j = m. je +. .+m.L.ek

rki kiIm~
d - A

Further, if A min mm d, }, then p divides mj when

d > A. The reason for this restriction is contained in

Prooosition 1.3.1.

Example 1.2.2: Let R+ be of type 2(4,2). Let

4
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[MI t]C and [N) C~Ei
[M] rerresents a multiplication on R%, but IN] doesn't.

Remark 1.2.3: one can view the cube in three dimensions,

and then examine its s-licea alonT each principal axis.

These slices will be used extensively, and so the following

notation will be employed (See Figure 1.2, below):

[MI means the t-th horizontal slice of [MI.

(M]L means the i-th back-to-front slice of (M].

[M]~ means the J-th left-to-riqht slice of (MI.

e e k

e..e1 e ik [a sample multiplication
1 table M

m

m2

eMe ++me
tU LI1 I k N
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IFigure X. 1. A picturo" or c coordi nto stocik.

e ". '' ' U-."

M I I L _

SM -"-

-II

Irtguro 1. 2. A "picturo'" of a coordinato cube.

,..- If two rings R and R' are to be isomorphic, they must have

..- isomorphic additive groups R+ and R ' . Thus without loss
~of generality, we can set R+ = R ' .

. ' Definition 1.2. 3: We say two multiplications p and v are

-Z e_c£U ialejnt provided (R+,jw) --1 (R+,V).

( a xlExample 1.2.3: Let R = X ('2~ and

'O = (X xax+) They both represent GF(39 ) , since

both polynomials are irreducible mod 3. M and MI are,

respectively,

- 1 ! x x z V x x
1 z 1zx z

Ix x x 2 X+2- x x x z x z+2

x2 x X+2 x z+2x-x2 xzx +2 xZ+2x+,.-"

// -".' .'' ''

ILe'
r. __ _ __ _

zk

- . . . . .. ., . .. .. . ", , ' " " " ' , " "' , , " . -'/ '.. ' . , ' "(M I", ., - - , °'*'-
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By inspection, g and v are different multiplications, but

they are equivalent, since all fields with the same number

of elements are known to be isomorphic.D

It is clear that equivalence of multiplications is an

equivalence relation, and that Mult G 15 decomposed by this

-C relation into disjoint sets. The followinq results describe

how the decomposition is accomplished.

First, some results concerninq bases of R :

kk

SProposition 1. 2.1: Given R% let E = e }I and

2 = ff Ik be two bases for R . Then there exists a matrix
2 . .li

A GL(k,/ d), d = max{d }, such that
p L

[e " e k]A = [f .. f] ( means matrix multiplication)

Proof: Since 21 is a basis, the f can be expressed by:

"v:' f =a e +.'.'+akse t- 'a•k . a k11 11i 11.i

[e ..ef If..f Ia

IL k k "

k =aIke +...+a kkel [ J .a1 a ....

Denote [a I by A.

Similarlv, since .2 is also a basis, the e can be
2

. expressed by:

*."

",

,9

4 -
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11 £ i t It bik

f " I ' " = [e .. 1.

I k' I kc
ek lkl bkkfk, k I kkJ (1 .2.2)

Therefore If ..fk ][b ]'A = If ..f 1, hence

dd

4-.

14[b ]'A =I mod p Since A-(adj A) = AI'I, we conclude

that IAI is a unit mod p , hence A is nonsingular. U

The converse of the last proposition may not be true: i.e.,

certain elements of GL(k, /p d) acting on a basis 2 may not

produce another basis.

Example 1.2.4: Consider R of type (4,2), and let

A = A is nonsinqular, but the set {e,e + e } isif 1 2
0 1

not a basis, because the additive order of eI + ez is p

a. 2
and not p

However, by restrictinq one's attention to a subset of

GL(k, / d), a converse of sorts can be established. But

first, a lemma:

Lemma: If 2= {e ,..,ek } is a basis for R, then

2' = {e, .. ,e , +a e +..+a ek),e j+, e I is a basis£ .!i j-i ij ± .. ,eI} i s ca i
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for R+ if and only if (ajj,p) = 1, La e.) = o(e).

Proof: =:If 2' is a basis for R, then

d
0( 1 a. e) = o(e.) = pi because of the invariant class

J

propertv of abelian qroups. Further, (a lP) = 1, for If

not, the basis chanqe matrix, which is

A = [ j 0 would be sinqular mod p,

0 a .kj

contradictinq the previous Proposition.a

.: Assume the converse. All that is necessary to be

shown is that the j-th element of 2' is independent of the

other elements of the set. Then 2' will be a basis for R

because the orders of the elements of .2 and .2' coincide.

k

Let c e +..+c. e +c (I a e )+..+ckek = OR• I ± j-I j-I =LL U k R

Then (c +c a )e +..+c a. e.+..+(c a +c )e = 0 . (1.2.3)
1 j 11 1 j 1j j ikj kc k R.

d
2 is a , c +c a. -= 0 mod p , jdi' : sabasis, hence U J U

c a- 0 mod p
-. ' .;."J JJ

,.. (a ,p) = 1 * a exists * c = p jd for some d 4 s. Thus

we have two cases:

1. d < . Then c =0 mod p.

JJ
d et -d.

2. d, > d. Then c = o J 2- - d-a ] for some

."
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d. -d.
",d c Z. o( a,,.) = o(e.) . p ' JI a. for all d>d .

Therefore c = p (2- -d-b..] for some r,d,b. c Z. Thus

we have c,,..,c= 0.

Proposition I.2.2: Let .2 be a basis for R% A E GL(k,

with the followinq restriction:
~z/

p 31a for all di>d a E d.
> .1ji , jp

Then 2 = { a. e•..,E a ke I is also a basis for R+ .
z J

-' Proof: Repeated application of Lemma. Here's how:

Because A is nonsingular mod p, IAI is a unit mod p s there

exists o r Sk (the permutation group of k letters) such

that a .. *a k> is a unit mod p. Rearrange .2 to be]£O(1) I

.e. ).,e (k) }. Let 22 = {a. ee 2. • .2 a1.,(1)e ' e0(2)" " 0(k)

The conditions of the Lemma are now satisfied, and so 2 is

a basis. Continuinq the chain of transitions, the

Proposition now follows. m

Notice that In the proof of the proposition, A had to be

'ft restricted in the case of rings of mixed-order. In free
-'f.-Z

/ Pd - modules, this isn't necessary, and in this case, any

matrix A - GL(k, / d) will transform one basis into

e!p
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another. in order to make clear what the restriction means,

assume that a mixed-order ring R has two bases arranged in

natural order (something not necessary to the proof of the

previous propositions). Then the transition matrix would

satisfy the following equation:

fe .. ek IA =ff .. f k ( means matrix multiplication).

d
Because o(> tje ) o(f ) = p , we have

d. 1 -d, ,
Q JIa for all i < j, since o(e ) _ o(e). The basis

change matrix, then, has an upper triangle restricted to

elements divisible by appropriate powers of p. Thus the

set of basis chanqe matrices for any mixed-order rinq R is

a proper subset of GL(k,z /pd). This is the motivation for

the following definition:

>4 Definition 1.2.4: The set of all basis cha:ge matrices for

a particular group R will be known as the set of
V.%,,

Transi-tion Matrices of the group R+. It will be denoted by

Tran (d) k* Specifically, Tran (d) =

{A Q GL(k, / d)l-=max{d}, p 7 0 j I a

where a r S the symmetric oroup of k letters and

d > d
O'(.) O'(j)

- W .. *,. . -,4 .4
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It is not necessary to restrict aj Z /pd , because of

the followinq proposition:

Proposition 1.2.3: Let S be a basis for R%

k
AA r Tran (d)=. Then

d
[e .. e IA [e .e "A if and only if [A I [A I mod p

± I c k I k 2 0% 2.

'.. " for all i=l,..,k.

,z Proof: A straiqhtforward computation. U

Proposition 1.2.3 implies that one can think of a "unique

.mod p ''I transition matrix between two bases for R

kcProposition 1. 2.4: Tran () is a subqroup of

GL(k, / d).

Proof: It is only necessary to conider the mixed-order
4.,

ring case. Must show that if A,Ae Tran (Cd,) ,then

A -A is in Tran (d, ) k. That A exists in
4.. 1 zL 2...-.:

.4- Tran ( )k is clear, for it is the transition mapping

' from A (2) back to S. The composition of two changes of

basis, which Is the product of two transition matrices, is

- a change of basis, and thus is a transition matrix. This

completes the proof.m

! '
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The £ollowinq theorem is well-known. It Is expressed here

In a way consistent with the notation developed thus far.

Theorem 1.3 (Ful: Given R :(R+W, Rz:(R+,P) two finite

p-rings. Then R I R if and only if there exist two bases,

S3 and .2', for R and

R2 respectively, such that [M1 =IN] B'

Proof: Some preliminaries for use in this theorem are

necessary:

Let 2 {e }..,ekl. Then
e _ e. • k  •m -I

M =e e e 4 -[M] =[1 tilkkik
'" ' I I I1 i k B m k

k e .i e kk

=: Suppose R Z R. Then there exists a ring isomorphism

- ':R--.R' such that f(a+b) = V(a)+f,(b) and

(4u(a,b)) = v(-(a),p(b)) for all a,b e R.

It is straightforward to show that 3 ={P(e)} is

also a basis. Now the following tables are identical:

12 Iqo(ep ) ... _ _(ek )

'e .'.-e'" "N s = ( e )  v ( o( e ) , ep ( e ) , v ( p ( e ) , V ( e k )

p'* I(e k )  V(q(e k ) , (e I ))".u(((ek k(e k

and

'A
"" . ,5.., , ":

.5 : i ;: : : i : ; : '::!, :::: ::,::::::: ~::: : ::; ,: :: : ::
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(e ) '(e )I ii 1~ek

#lek Vleki V(ekk

Also,

= 'm Ie +.+m e) = m.9 (e )+..+mk o(e ).
j k 1 " l Lk I ij k

Hence [N = (MI .

@: Assume the converse. Put 2 and 2' in natural order and

[a ... Ia

letA= be the basis chanqe matrix between the.I:
aki. akkI

bases 2 and 2'. Define o:2-- 2 'by

o(e) = .e = f. r 2'. As o is defined on the basis 2,
J

one can naturally extend p to Z:R- R by

I (a) : @(c e+. .+c e ) c Ci(e )+. .c (ek). The proof that
1 k k k k

4 is an isomorphism is a straiqhtforward calculation..

,P,

,
.1%

6p
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3. Some computationally obtained properties of a ring.

This first Proposition was known to Baumqartner [Ba] and

Toskey [To] in other quises.

Proposition 1.3.1: Let 3. {e ,..,ek} be a basis for R,

o(e.)=p . Let [MI be a coordinate cube over /,
L p

= max {d.}. Then (MI represents a (not necessarily
L

associative) multiplication on 3 if and only if

d d. d d.
m ,p ,p }-m= 0 mod p .

,, LJ

Proof: This is another way of expressing Theorem 1.2. To

see this, note that o(e..) _< min {o(e ),o(e)} 0

d . r r r
mm {p ),p "Ie. 0 + min {p ,p ,p m. M. 0 mod p

r=l,..,k. Usinq Theorem 1.2, the Proposition now follows.u

Corollary I.3.1a: Given 3 and [M] as above, S in natural

order. Then [M] represents a multiplication on the basis Z

d -d.

if and only if p r J divides mr for all i,r S j, andUJ

*~ d-d
P• r divides mr. for all j,r < i.

In other words, the slices [MI* and MI have the same
** *3

upoer trianqular structure as do transition matrices. Of

course, they need not be nonsinqular.

I%
'"
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Corollary 1.3.1b: If R is a free /-module, then every
p

cube represents a multiplication on 2.

Proof: If R is a free / d-module, then R is of type

(d,,..d), and thus by the proposition, no restriction on
P

EM] is imposed.1

Proposition 1.3.2: Given the same conditions in Proposition

1.3.1, [M] represents an associative ring if and only if

M] *..[MJ t = (M] *t[M] for all i,t = l,..,k.

(This above result was shown in [WI], but this proof is

more elementary.)

Proof: By definition (and Theorem 1.2), a multiplication

table M is associative provided

(e.)e = e (e ) for all i J t=1, k This means that'.3 t 1. jr '""

m. e+..+mek = mI e +..+me for all i,j,t=l,. .,k.
Ljit Lj kt Jt it (1.3.1)

m IE m e +m te = m m e+.. +m t m te.'3 it S ii tt . it '1 8 it it .2 1 l1 (1.3.2)

Reqroupinq terms, we qet
u Iu k u t t

mm +..+Em e= e m m e +..+m me.
U j Ut 1 jmUtek t v mjtmtvetU U4 U U (1.3.3)
As both sides of the equations are inner products, one

obtains

-w, . .' ,." " - ' ", ': *r, " "r " J ' ,, " " " " " 
)

" . . , ', , ,
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i¢' ij Lut i. jmut] M. m m[ .'eu[k IC

Which in turn gives

. k j

Skt mkt k

m M. e t

= it " " m t] " I k

IL 'k mk k

4iSince this identity holds for all i,j,t, the followinq

matrix identities also hold, letting J range from 1 to k:

L I I .it it I

m k mikJ [ kt mkt] k

i 'mI  k  m kMk] - "" m k m: ]j
p.

which one can see is

e .. e ) [MI (M [e e ) (MI (M]

k *t * L* *tI

Thus the Proposition is proven.m

Proposition 1.3.3: A ring R is commutative if and only if

its cube has the property that (M]rs is symmetric for all

r=l,..,k.

((Wl] gives an equivalent, though "lonqer" test; namely,
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that [MI EMI Lfor all i=l,..,k.

Proof: Again usinq Theorem 1.2, a ring is commutative if

and only if its multiplication table is; i.e. if and only

if e = e for all i,j=l,..,k, ilj.
i J 

The result immediately follows by examining the slices

[MI , which are the r-th coordinates of the e .m
Lj

The siqnificance of this next proposition is that once

the i-th row and column of one cube representing R are made

to agree with the i-th row and column of another cube

representing R, then the corresponding basis elements e.
L

and f. of 2 and . , repsectively, "behave" the same, and
L 2

the basis change matrix should not modify them.
i

Proposition 1.3.4: Given two cubes [M] and EN] such that

[MI IN], EM]: = IN]:. for some I = 1,..,k.

Then column i of the transition matrix A is column i of IV

the kxk identity matrix.

There are two other very important properties of a ring

which must await machinery to be derived in Chapter III;

namely, when does a ring have a 1, and when does a ring

have a central idempotent other than a 1 or 0?

p ... -. . . . . A . - -
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II. RING ISOMORPHISMS AS A GROUP ACTION

1. Basic Terminology and Results.

The cube as a mathematical object has merit in its own

right, not just as a potential representative of a finite

rinq. In this chapter, the cube will be presented in its

most general form.

Let X be the set of all cubes over / d of size k;

i.e., X 4 {(M] = (mu lm E / , i,j,u=l,..,k}. One can
U U

perform coordinate-wise addition and multiplication•k
mod / , and thus :X /d as a rinq and as a

p

- module.

p

Definition II.1.1: Let A E GL(k, /p d), A = (a ), and

A - 1 = (a ). Define 7 , whereLj A

k k k" J ([M]) ] - = E E a a a m (Il 1
' ri ul ut ra

A L J r=1 s=1 t=1

Since X ([M]+[N]) 7 ((M]) + X ((N]) and
A A A

7 (c[MI) = c• ((M,), c e . X7 is seen to be a

/ D - linear homomorphism nd thus has a matrix

p

reoresentation with respect to a (rinq) basis for .

Viewed as a ring, I has a basis

@4

". ' ." . .""" , .'""". . """. , - """.." , .- ." ' " , " ' "- " " - ' """'., . L-""""-.- - .
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2 = { ITU li,j,u=l,..,k}, where the only nonzero entry of

I TU ] is mU = 1. Further,k% , j L j

73 ([M]) = I( m [ ]) = r m' - ()T ). (11.1.2)
A A . % j L j i.j A Lj

A 3 A k k k t
Therefore (N]4 =I IT (Ml) I E E E ara a. m.. ' L j = A L j =  rt e. art a utm . -

... akai a] 1

1• = , . aawhich is a

kk i Ii [mk
-nkk- -aik a i ka k. . akka kk akk- -mkk.

system of k eauations. The matrix above is the matrix
representation of X" with respect to the basis 2. It will
rer-enaton Awih Ikc]

be denoted by X(A), and will be referred to later in the

paDer.

Proposition I1.1.1: Given A,B c GL(k, / d), (M) e . Then

X7 ([M]) = 7 (7 A([M])).

Proof: From Definition II.1.1,
k k k

[7" (M]) - [E a •(ra (a m )), which implies
A rL ( U. ra

r=1 2=1 t=1

k k kc
I I[]IE b F_ b (E b (,T ( I[MI I x )

8 A Lj v Vj ux A VWV1 X1(11.1.4)

k k k - k k k - t.x

[Eb" (Eb "(E b [E a (Ea -(Eamr )1" (II.1.5)
v=1 W=1 x=1 r=1 3=1 t

" p -"- '. " """:' ."" ""v-:.;-'. . -" " , "°" "" / ' .. .": "
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k k k

Now (X ([Mi) ] = [E (AB) (E (AB) (E (B-*AI ) m ))]
Ar . Sj ut rs.A B .1 r=i 3=1 Lt

". (1I.l.6)

k k k k k k

-E "(E aTvb )'(E (E a b )'(E "(E b a t ) )] r
r=i v=1 9=1 w=1 t=1 X=1

Rearranqinq the terms of (11.1.5) and (11.1.7) produces

equality. U

The previous Proposition shows that GL(k, /p d) is a group

action over 2.

Definition 11.1.2: A commutative cube is any cube such

that [M] r is symmetric for all r=l,. .,k.

Observe that the set M of commutative cubes is a linear

subsDace of X. Also note that by the definition of X" (EM]),

if EM] is commutative, so is X ([M]). Thus M is anA

invariant subspace under the qrouD action 7A . This makesA

X7 reducible into a direct sum of transformations, and X(A)
A

is thus similar to a block diagonal matrix. The author did

not explore any further into this area due to the very

large matrices involved.

Definition 11.1.3: For (M] e 1, define
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-([M]) = {A([M])IA e GL(k, /r d)}• 0([M]) is called the

orbit of Ltl .

It is clear that X is partitioned by this action.

Definition 11.1.4: For EM] e Z, define

Stab([M]) = 1A a GL(k, /pd) IXA([M])=[M]}. Stab(EM]) is

called the stabilizer of LMo

Definition II.1.50 We say (M],[N] e are egu.ivalen t

provided [MI and (N] are in the same orbit.

Proposition 11.1.2: Given EM] equivalent to [N],

X A ([M]) = EN]. Then 7 ([M]) = IN] If and only if''*A A'D

B e Stab(EN]).

Proposition 11.1.2 a: (Alternate) Given X (EM]) = IN]. ThenA

7r a ((M]) = EN] if and only if B' A e Stab([M]).

Proof: Both are proven usinq Proposition II.1.1 and the

above definitions.o

Re ma r k :

II.I.. Two cubes have the same number of elements in

their stabilizers when they are equivalent. However, the~the
.

-4 ..
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converse is in qeneral false.

11.1.2. Equivalent cubes need not even share the same

stabilizers. Hence, stabilizers cannot be used to discover

how to break down Tran (d.)k into some partition

analaqous to the orbits of a cube.

2. The effect of elementary matrices on cubes.

In linear alqebra, there are three matrices which perform

the three elementary row operations on a system of

equat ions:

1. The permutation matrix S which swaps rows i & j.
-~L I

S is a symmetric, involutory matrix.

2. The scalinq matrix D = diaq(aL ,. . a k) which

-. multiplies row i by an invertible constant a . D is a

diaqonal (hence symmetric) matrix with obvious inverse.

3. The elimination matrix E which takes row j and

V adds a j row i to it. This matrix is neither symmetric nor

involutory; its inverse is E-a

Since all matrices in GL(k, / d) are products of these

matrices, and since ,7" is a group action on X, it would be* A

fruitful to analyze the effects of these elementary

matrices on a cube [MI.

" To facilitate notation, the word "iJk" will denote m

@4j
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in M, "iJ" will denote a in A, and "i-" will denote a
jU

in A-1.

The followinq proDositions are determined by

tabulatinq equation (II1.1.), and hence their proofs are

omitted:

Proposition 11.2.1: 7 swaps rows and columns i and j of
s j

%S
(U

(M], and within each coordinate stack swaps entries i and

J. The picture follows:

ii " liii lki
I lij ii lii j ki

LllkJ lik [likJ [lkkJ

/i/ ... l jiii [/kil
[jlk lik jkikiii [!!]ikl
i.. luuu iii iki

7 ("Ml- = /ilk/ .. k . Lulk "'ikk]

iii i iki I

[ilk [k [ik [ikk]

kkli i ii kkil
kli kil kil [kkl
-kk jk kik kkk

-...

Proposition 11.2.2: The diaqonal matrix

' D = diac(a ,a,. .ak), acts as follows:

:'I

_ "I"" V ' , . . , " ,", . ',< 'r Z ,, " " " ", "< ,. ' '*> " " " ".
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2211 1221'k l"
11122111 2 121 1T- kk - iki

7 U])= WllklkJ[1122.kk 12k] 11- lkkJ

[ kk- klll22-kkK1k211 kk -11- kkll
kk-f22Jlk12 H kk- k22 kk 2 2-f2 kk21

11- kikI 22- k2kJ kk- kkkJ-

Proposition 11.2.3: For 1 < i,j < k, i j, 7 (CMl) is:

".1 j *lil+ljl

ij .11i-ij .jlii~j

j~~ iiiii1 1  ii4-ijiij ijliiijjj

ijilii~i-i-l i ii)-i) 1J)+ jjl-ij jjj
iiilk+jlk j i [* 2 i~ jik+ij ijk+jjk -

11~ iikiI+kjl

klk~ i-kik+kjk
.. column 1 column j

'pace prevents wrltlnq every row and column, but the

pattern is clear: All rows of vectors except row i look

like row 1 or k. Similarly, all columns of vectors except

column J look like column 1

Note: For i 1 and/or J k, the effect is not quite the

0

N % "-- V.. 7
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same; nonetheless, the computation is straiqhtforward, and

will be made when necessary. These three have been shown

for illustration.

3. Restriction to the ring case.

In this section, terminoloqy defined in Section II.1 will

be used in a new context; In fact, the two contexts are

very closely related.

We will look at a qroup action on the set TR of

-multiplication tables on R.

Definition 11.3.1: Let A e Tran (2 )k = {e} in

natural order. Let M be the multiplication table of p with

respect to B. Define A( ):IR--+7I such that

.1 0 P__ e 1 0
'[ T  1 "" k-

A(M) = A 0i • A
__'- Lek I k i .. k k-'

TIn shorthand, A(M) = A *M*A.

Observe A(M) is the multiplication table of p on R
k k

with resDect to 2'= { r ae,, Ea e }. The followinq

properties hold:

(1) If M is an associative or commutative table, so is

A(M).

(2) If A,B e Tran (d)k then
A T TT

, (AB)(M) = (AB) *M*(AB) = (BA )*M*AB = BT*A(M)*B = B(A(M)).

4,

0i"

r. .

. ... . . . . . .t. . .. . . . . . . ..-.. . .
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Thus A(,) is multiplicative, and hence is a group action on

the set of multiplication tables.

(3) M and M represent the same multiplication u (with

-, *~ respect to different bases) if and only if there exists

A c Tran (d.) such that A(M ) = M
1. ",L 1 1' 2

There is a mapping analaqous to A(-), except operating

on cubes representinq rings:

Definition 11.3.2*: Given A e Tran (d ) _,M a

multiplication table of P on R with respect to a basis S8,

(MI its coordinate cube. Then A([MI) is defined to be:

T
A 0 0 0 [in+ 1 0 01 0 A 0 0 0

AT 0 0m0 __ 10A 0

00 00 0 0 0 0

T M

"Lt 0 1 0 0A L m 0 0 J L0 0
1 0 0- 01A0 .

I...

".In shorthand, this is

](I o A T ) "diag ([M]I )-(I® OA), Z= 1-A,. where o is the

"- Kronecker product of two matrices.

SThis operation can be visualized as follows:

-K K K 1K,

T
IA iMW I®A = A((M]

FLgure II. 1. RepresentatLon of A(EMD on the cube [MI.

%

0 4 - " • - " " ", " Q . ' -' ., , . ' , . , J , . , , ', " v ' - ' . . , .. . .. . . , , , ; " -' ' '" '
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Proposition 11.3.1: Given A in Tran (d) k M a

multiplication table of with respect to a basis S, [M]

its coordinate cube; then A((M]) is the coordinate cube for

the multiplication table A(M) of p but whose coordinates

are with respect to S.

Proof: For simplicity, the augmentations of A and AT, and,

in turn, the basis rows and columns of M can be dispensed

with. Thus, by abuse of notation,

" e "k .. a 1
- I L 11

"EaIe.1  . a ii ejik a ak'
A(M) = . •

k I a k - a k i  akk

EaJe1 raa ,ea kk

j L j L

Representinq e by its coordinates [mU], u=l, .. ,k, A(M)

corresponds to the cube

E JI L 1 U jk Li LU
0[ U. L where

"T =[J mu] Za kL'a m -

u1l ...

j Ii' ]j Lk~m  "' j k L L k x k x k

-- - ..- . - .

.-".Note that [T].. is precisely
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najxEa " m.j " . Eajk.3 "M.t j
3 L I i L I3j . j U

[TIT ' = , which is
n

L~ajli-a k . m j . ... Eajk~a k"* mjk k
Ad .. k I k

A 3 J I.

AT * ' A. Thus (TI AMI B), which proves the

Proposition. m

In order to make use of Theorem 1.3, there must be one more

operation on the cube A((M] ) so that it represents A(M) in

- the coordinate system 2' = { a ue , E a e 1; namely,
i= L I L

P-% to multiply each coordinate stack by A-1--specifically, one

must find A - :.  for every i,j=l,..,k.

This can be streamlined by computinq A-1 [A( [M] .

or A -[A([M] )I. for each i or j=l,..,k. To illustrate:

This A(MI ) = A([M] ) ]
" B B'

o-z.'." Ptguro II. 2. P~cture of a. chaxngo of bdSLRt.

~~This figure corresponds to A-'[A([MI )1 .. For

*j
A-t'A([M] )] * the slices would be left-to-right rather

than back-to-front. The cube on the right corresponds to

the multiolication table A(M) with respect to the basis 2'.

4.l
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The following is the main result of this section. The

significance of this theorem is that the one-line formula

defined by X ̂ ([M]) is a simple means of computing cubes

representing rings which are equivalent (isomorphic) to the

ring represented by (M]. Further, it ties together the

abstract group action and the multiplication table of a

ring. Finally, if R is a free / pd - module, it shows

Mult R * ; if R* is the direct sum of free modules,

Mult R+ is isomorphically imbedded in

Theorem II.1: Given R with basis 2 = {e }k

A r= Tran Ona. )_ M and [M] the multiplication table andB B

cube for (R+,p) with respect to S.Then

.. X. J ([MI ) = [A([M] )] , where 2' = { a ea.., e}'...,A B B' *= Lieb atkei.

'4= i. = i

Proof: First, evaluate A([M]) which from Definition

11.3.2 is:

T ' 0 A 0 0 [m 0 ] 0 0 -A A 0 0
T jo A 0 0 0 o 0 o

o 0 0 0 0

,-0...-0 I,.,-

,..-, Recall that this is the horizontal "slicing" operation

depicted in Figure II.l. Thus for slice u of the cube
J .

A([M] ), we get

00
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W [M] I Uj a a m' (11.3.1)
r L r rt aj rs

This, as was said before, is the representation of the

multiplication table A(M), but with coordinates in terms of

the basis S. To transform these coordinates to those of

.2' [A((M] )] must be computed. Thus we get

[A[MI H I E E a a a m
3 'UrL *j ut rUr=l 6=1 t=--

which is how [93 ([M]) is defined. This proves the
A

theorem..

This leads immediately to the followinq

Theorem 11.-2: Given an abelian group R+ with basis

S = {e } k p and v two multiplications on R, [M] and (N]

the respective coordinate cubes with respect to S. Denote

(R+,p) by R and (R+,) by R1 2

Then R R if and only if there exists a matrix

A 4E Tran (m) such that X ([MI) = (N].
* U L1 A

Proof: By Theorem 1.3, we know R 1-- R if and only if

kthere exists A e Tran (m such that (MI. N [N] 9 . So,

if R R, we aet iN] = A([M] )• and Theorem II.1 above

brinas us the rest.o

The converse is straiqhtforward, aqain by Theorem 1I.1

and then aDolyinq Theorem 1.3.1

@4
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Remark 2.3: The development of the qroup action in the more

general setting has an interesting application in the area

of alqebraic crvptoqraphy. Due to the peripheral nature of

this subject to ring theory, only a brief discussion will

be qiven.

One can think of a cube as a numeric representation of

an alphanumeric messaqe. The transition matrix would then

serve as an encoding/decodinq matrix, and the image 7" ([Ml)
- A

would be the enciphered/deciphered text. In the usual

cryptography problem, one is given (M] and T ((M]) and isA

asked to find A. The matrix representation X(A) suggests

that there is no linear method of subdividing the cube in

such a way that A can be easily found. In fact, the

solvability of the quadratic identities, to be introduced

in Chapter III, and the solvability of the cryptoqraphy
- =. inad slablt h

Problem are equivalent. In a future paper, the author

hopes to present a cryptographic application of the

operator X7 ((M]).. ,% A

S.
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III. IDEMPOTENTS AND THE STRUCTURE OF FINITE RINGS

1. The Quadratric Identities.

Theorem 11.2 can be restated in terms of matrix equations

not involvinQ A-1. These eauations are obtained by

expressinq the eauation

X ([M] ) = [A([M] )] [ iN] (III.1.1)
A B B B" B"

in terms of the basis 2 rather than 2'

Theorem III.1: R 1 R if and only if the following system

of equations are satisfied for some A e Tran (d)k

1) (A T(M] A] = [AiN] i,t = 1 .. ,k. (111 .1.2)

T CT2) AT" ([M] * A] = [A[N] I iJ 1,..,k. (111.1.3)

NOTE: These formulas will be referred to as the qiu'adr_a t

i-.- ident i t ie-s.

Proof: These eauations are derived with the help of Fiqure

II.1, which is reproduced here:

p..

""IOA T  [M] IOA A( [M]
"-3 B

.- Instead of next oerformina the basis chanqe operation to

"€produce [A( [M] )l B] N iN , alter (N] ainstead by

multiDlyinq! by IZA as pictured below:
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I IA [N] = A([M]

FIgure 11. 1. Modified form of BoSLS Change SteLp.

This aives us the eauality A([M ) = IN] instead. Notice
. B H

that both cubes are expressed in terms without reference to

A-1. Lookinq aqain at the pictures below, (the cubes are

with respect to 2)

S... _________. \

I®A [M] I®A = A"iN]

Figure XII. 2. FLguros II. i and XII. i combunod.

'. the P-th horizontal slice of each cube is given by Equation

111.1.2). One obtains Eauation 2) similarly, substituting

N for MN]..

These auadratic identities are the basic computational

tool that will be used and modified in the rest of this

" aoer. The term "auadratic Identity" refers to the fact

that each of 111.1.2 and 111.1.3 corresponds to a system of

eauations of deqree two In the variables a The system

is aiven by:

bL
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Sa" am - a Z'n L = 0, i, ,c=,. .,k

( I .1. 4E Ea a m - Eua n1 = 0, i,ec=1,..,k

Vt L .C AV t C

U=1 v=1 u=I

where c means the c-th column of the vectors in equations

111.1.2 and 111.1.3 in Theorem II.1. It Is understood

that all arithmetic is performed over P I.

An important property of a rinq--namely, possession of

an identity--can be tested as an application of Theorem

III.1. In fact, in order to test for an identity, the

auadratic identities reduce to a system of linear equations

in k variables. This result is new, and is a direct result

of the tools developed in this paper. The next theorem is a

description of the method. Its siqnificance is that It

provides a mechanism for identifying a particular

transition matrix which reveals I as a basis element.

.

Theorem 111.2: R is a rinq with identity if and only if

the followina systems of equations are satisfied for some

*k
A e Tran (d ) :

V%" ," 1) [a a a ] *I =
I1 21 •=

-2 2) [a a a 1•([M] ) = = ,..,k.

P Proof: z :If 1 e R, then as noted in Remark 1.1.3,

,1,. can be made into a direct summand of R* and hence I

v-S

,,%%
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would be a basis element. Proceed in i as in Theorem I.1, a

new basis 2'for R* is obtained, and thus there exists an

A e Tran (d ) such that A would be the appropriate basis

change matrix. By Theorem III.1, R is a ring with 1 if and

only if the cubes (M] and T A([M B) have the property that

T L T L
(A [M**' ([A . [MI**-Al•A = A L = 1,..,k. (111.1.5)

The cube below describes this equation

A

/r

p'2,

m
N

/
,

Figure IIX. 3. Picture of EquatLon 111. 1. 5.

* Note that A Lz on the Left and rear faces of the cube.

What this means is that row L of A is precisely the first

row or column of the L-th slice-matrix A- [M]L 'A.

Therefore, R is a rinq with 1 if and only if the following

string of equalities hold (L=1,..,k):
%.4

T L
[a L..a Lk [1 0 01-[A -M -A] (111.1.6)4' Li Lk

-I T L -:L

[aL, ' a Lk IA = [1 0 " 01-[A [M] -Al-A (111.1.7)

[0 0 -" 1 "0 = [1 0 " 0]-AT'[M]L  (III.l.8)

L-th entry

4'
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0 0 1 0]= [a a a ](M . (111.1.9)
11 21 k 1

L-th entry

This last equation implies that A can be determined

if and only if the k distinct systems in Equation 111.1.9

have a common suitable solution [a a *a i. Should such

a solution exist, any member of Tran (m )k whose first

colurmn Is this solution will produce

[A(M) ] = [A(M) I, = Ik

If no such common suitable solution exists, then R

does not have a 1. o

-'=: The converse arqument is basically the reverse of

-.- and is easily followed.s

EXAMPLE III.1.1:

Lt(= 3 [I] /, the field of 27 elements. Let

2 = fl+x,2+x z, 1+2x+2xz } Then

1+x 2+xz  1+2x+2x

l+x 1+2x+x 2  l+x 2+2x+x z

13 2+x' l+xz  1+2x+2xz x+x

2 2 2
l+2x+2x z  2+2x+2x x+x 2+2x

and

V

%"A.%'-
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1 0

] [ }From this cube, it is not

2 0 1 clear that R has a I.By the

(M) B [ [ Theorem, R does, provided a

[21 [ 1 solution to the systems of
[0] [1] [2] equations..

(1 0 1 0 a

1 0 0

221 1
[001 [a a 1 0211 ** 1z 31 0 1 2

JLJ
(0 1 01 = [a a a 1 0 0 1x, z, 9, 2 1 0 (I~ .0

S 21 2 1

n * z,1 1 0 0

, exists.

Since the cube is commutative, the other three equations

are redundant and are not shown. That this has a unique

common solution of [1 1 i] T is easy to compute, and hence

for A 1 1 * where A is nonsinqular mod p, [Xr A(M])] is

as desired. In fact, for A = is the

12 A

cube for R with respect to the basis 2' = {l,x,x }.o

•.d. +

olI

A." L"" " 4 " -'"- " "
" "

" - - , " ' '' "- " -,% ," 
~

""' ' '~
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Re mark 3.1:

1. The Quadratic Identities represent an always-consistent

system of quadratic equations in the variables a
L J

iJ = 1,..,k. This consistency does not guarantee that the

matrix or matrices identified as solutions are in

k
Tran (m) . However, this is easily checked. If none of

the matrices which solve the Quadratic Identities are in

. Tran (,)k ,then the rinqs are not isomorphic.

2. The auadratic identities, by themselves, would not be a

very effective comoutational tool because of the

intractibility of multivariate auadratic equations. What

is interestinq, however, is that, except for operations

over /2d, these identities can be treated as a linear

%j system of 2k3 homoqeneous equations in (k4+k )/2 +

linearly independent variables. That is, the monomials

a a are all linearly independent of a , except over,,,Vt uc

' / 2d. / 2 d is restricted because the equation

2 d - a + 2 d - (a Lj ) 0 mod 2 holds for a L C/ 2d, and so

3 and (a )2 are not linearly independent. A look at the

numbers show that rank 2 and 3 rinqs can be attacked by

this method.

3. For everv a that can be determined, either explicitly
-
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or in terms of other a 'S, kz of the oriqinal quadratic

variables are reduced to either constants or other

monomials. This effectively collapses the system to a

siqnilf Icantly smaller oroblem. The next example

illustrates this point.

Example 111.1.2: Suppose two cubes [Mi ctid NI are known to

represent rinqs R and R, respectively, and that both

, rinqs possess a 1, and are of rank 3, characteristic 3.

Then both cubes can be changed so that R' = <1>e<e >9<e >± 2 3

and R' : <1 ><f >e<f >. Then R' R' if and only if there2 2 3 i 2"

kexists A ,e Tran (d of the form 0** which solves the
I.=, 

1 0** J

A, "linear" system of 54 eauations in 54 unknowns. Knowinq

a = 1, a -- 0, and a31 = 0, then we know (a.) , a a J

to be constants and a a to be either a or 0, dependinq

on a Thus, the system of quadratic equations now have
L1i

27 fewer variables to be contended with than the oriqinal

54 .

.

76

"~-."
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2. The Trace Identities.

The well-known trace function for matrices is useful in the

present discussion, chiefly because it is a linear

function. The next theorem is a weaker result than Theorem

III.1; however, when they are used toqether, they form an

. effective comoutational tool.

Thre... 131.: IfR 1 R , then the followinq systems of

equations are consistent: (the a are from the transition

matrix A)

k*
Tr[] a = Tr[N] i = 1,..,k. (111.2.1)
L.. v* Vi.

" Tr[Ml*a = Tr[N] * , j = 1,..,k. (111.2.2)
V=V

NOTE: These last eauations will be referred to as the Trace

Ident ities.

Pf: Assume R n R . Then by Theorem III.1, the quadratic

identities hold, which are (for review):

TT*

[A ][M] A (A[NI i,jP=l, ,k, (111.1.2)

+3* *
'- ' 4~ It ([] T A AI

[A ([M "* . " (A- [N~ ]P j, t=l,..,k. (111.1.3)

Workinq with (111.1.2), and ranqinq over t, we have

- [ I A]

S= A l[N i =1,..,k. (111.2.3)

[AT [M 'A ]

0+
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[ [a a V(M ] *

k A

[a .. ak ][M] *A

(a.. ak][ *]

-A A-[N] i =1,..,k. (111.2.5)

[a t .. a k  1 ] k -

Multiolyirig both sides on the right by A ,and usinq the

MUltiplicativity of the trace function, we qet

( [ a . a 1 [M]
it ki. **

Tr Tr [N] i =1,..,k. (111.2.6)

* I.. a ]( [M]

I[a L k

The desired Trace Identities follow.m

Equations 111.2.1 and 111.2.2,

1) Tr[Mvavt = Tr[N] , =

=1.

2) Tr[M]va = Tr[N] , i = l,..,k

can be expressed as a system of equations:

"- a a .. a "iTr[M],, Tr[N]
--r1 21 *

a a 2  a TRIM] Tr[N]

a i k2a 2 a Tr[M]k* TrN]

usina Eauation 111.2.1, and a similar system arises usinq

ecuation 111.2.2. These equations can be "turned on their

end" where the matrix AT becomes a kZ-lonq column vector,

0'

Od
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andc te Tr MI vector i-ecofes a bl-ck d laqo ,D a t,=I.; i e[ -1 .I a aI
* r

.+,.

0 Tr[rM[* * M* Tr[N*JL*J La k. [ j[ rM . Tr[M] ~ Tr[(N]:

There is a correspondinq system for the second equation as

well; obviously we would solve them simultaneously,

oroducinq a system of 2k equations in kz unknowns, and the

block-diaqonal format of the system insures at most kz-k

free variables in the solution space, should it be

cons istent.

That the converse of Theorem 111.2 doesn't hold is

shown by the followinq example.

, Example 111.2.1: Let R+ be the direct sum <e >9<e >(<e >. ,,.1 1 2 3

such that R is the trivial rinq of 27 elements, and let R 2

be the direct sum <1>9<e >e<e >, where
2 3

e e = e = 0 = e = eu_2 3 3 2' 2 3

Both are characteristic 3 rinqs. Both have 0 traces on all

slices, but clearly the rinqs are nonisomorphic.o

The Trace Identities' main defect is that a solution to

_!them may or may not satisfy the more conclusive quadratic

ident-tieu. On the other hand, any solution not admitted

rv t n Tr ace I -cett I .e cann)ot be a soolUtion* to:) the

%-I'..

04
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cuadr.atlc identities. Further, the Trace Identities may be

an inconsistent system of linear eauations; in this case,

we know that the rinqs under consideration will not be

isomorphic.

Because of the structure of the linear system induced

by the Trace Identities, there are upper and lower bounds

to the dimension of the solution space; namely,

k2-2k < dim sol'n space < 2 -k,
'4

provided the system is consistent.

6J

5%*

54)

5)

I

4
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3. A test for idempotents in R.

Thus far, associativity, commutativity, and possession of

an identity have been tested by direct computation. In

this section several new results relating to decomposing a

D-ring into its irreducible components are obtained by

identifying central and one-sided idempotents.

Definition 111.3.1: An idemp tent is an element e e R such

that e = e. It is centra1 provided it commutes with

every element of the rinq. It is nontrivial if it is not

O or I
R R

Definition III.3.2: A ring R is n il provided for all x e R,

k(x)x = 0 for some nonneqative integer k(x). It is
R

N nilootent provided Rk = 0 for some positive inteqer k.

It is known that if R is finite then nil and nilpotent

rings coincide.

Proposition 111.3.1: A finite ring R is nilpotent if and

only if the only idempotent in the rinq is 0.R

Proof:=o: A nilpotent ring cannot contain any nonzero

idemootent, because e = e 4 0 = e a o for•R R

all nonneqative integers k c..

4--: SuPPose R has no nonzero idempotents and that R is

not nilpotent. Then there exists an element x whose powers

0j,
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* never vanish. Since R is finite, x has the property that

x = x for some s > t. This implies that there exists a

y = x such that y = y for some positive integer r.
s+k t~k

Pf of assertion: In case s > 2t, we have x =x

for all k >- 1. Then at some point s+k = 2(t+k). Let

r = t+k.
z

t tt ts s
In case s < 2t, note that x = x = X S =

Since s > t, this process can be repeated until
". 2k 2k

s >2t for some k, and then revert back to the first

N case.-

This assertion establishes the contradiction. Hence there

is no such nonvanishinq element. Thus R is nilpotent..

The next theorem, adapted from [Jal, helps to determine the

reducibility of nonnilpotent rings.

Theorem 111.4: If a finite nonnilpotent rinq R possesses a

nontrivial central idemootent e, then R n e'R 0 (l-e)-R,

where (i-e)VR = (r-erlr E RI and e'R are two-sided ideals

of R. Further,

I. e'R is a rinq with identity e;

2. Al-e)-R is a rine with identity if and only if R is

a rinq with identity;

3. e (l-e)-R = 0 = (l-e)"R'e; i.e., e annihilates

~(1-e) R.

Proof: A straightforward calculation.m

WI.'

A AA 5 AA.
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A t_'ic,.rtra 1 i d u tttc: tent wi 1 reduce a r I q I ntc, a

direct sum of right ideals e-R * (l-e)"R, but not into

two-sided ideals. While e'R is a subrinq of R, (l-e)VR is

not. Nonetheless, noncentral idempotents have some

properties that are useful in a cube setting, which will be

shown shortly.

From here on, rings will be analyzed with respect to the

presence or absence of the various idemootents. The next0>
qrouD of theorems provide a means of determininq whether or

- . not a Darticular cube oossesses a central or noncentral

i demootent.

Proposition 111.3.2: A finite o-rinq R possesses a

nontrivial central idempotent if and only if

1 ) there exists a sequence of E .. ,Ek - Tran (d )k such

that ,7 ([M) = (N] has the property that [NI* is the" E I'' E k Lt

--th column vector of I for some i=l,. .,k, and

- .*
IN] = [N] ;

i. not thie idt]intitv.

Proposition 111.3.3: A finite o-rinq :1 possesses a

r;':ncen~tr. II,:]e Cttt: t ttr. i :ui v if there ,_ :.:ist:

04
-7
4-
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seauence of E .. ,Ek e Tran (d )k such that

£. ([Ml) = EN] has the prooerty that for some i-1,..,k,

[N] is the i-th column of I, and [N] + x N]

These are both clear from the definition of a nontrivial

central 1 'n,:'ncentra. i,]emroutent.

Proposition 111.3.4: If e is a central idempotent for R,

then e can be made into a basis element for R.

Proof: Because of Theorem 111.3, we have e-R is a ring

with identity. If e-R = R, then e is the identity of the

rinQ. If e-R e R, then (l--e)'R is nontrivial. Construct

. bases for each of these 6ubrinqs. Because e is the identity

-:. -of e-R, it can be made into a basis element of the ideal

e R (see Remark I.1.1), which in turn makes it a basis

element of R, since R is factored into these two ideals.u

Proposition TII.3.5: Let e be a noncentral idempotent of

R. Then R is a direct sum of riqht ideals e'R * (l-e) R,

where (I-e)-R is as before. Further,

I. e is a left identity of e'R and an annihilator

ofi -.&R f rorn zh. left,

. - can bu made into a basis element for R.

4

'p.
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Th fct lo ws -w he S -ate 11 nres ,_1s The(-reft III . 3 anrd

Fronosition 111.3.5, notinq that a left (or riqht) identity

has maximal additive order in a rinq and thus can be made

into a basis element for e-R and R-e, respectively.l

The consequences of Prooositions 111.3.4 and Theorem III.4

Is[ thar the c sti- :1- c h r I -cs have a ev c- t- irt, shown

next:

Proposition 111.3.6: If R is a ring with central

idemDotent, then depending on the rank of eR, any cube [M]

representinq R is equivalent to

0 1+ [ { 1 0[i 0
.;0.

where i is the rank of the s. ['I
Proof: It follows from Theorem III.3 *

The next r-esult is one of the more important ones in this

% %,,,4

pae .Pevosproosi.1ui o.ienoet eido

%Sg%

-e @" 24F

• -•we e i k h a k o h u r n

9.'* . . *'<'%'. -***,% * * ..-. .. *.-. ~ *' *
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existence of a sequence of transition matrices. The next

theorem gives a method of telling if certain rings have an

idempotent by merely inspecting the cube.

Theorem 111.5: Let R be a ring of type ( d,.., ),

d Id 'k a strictly decreasing sequence, 2 its basis, and

[M] B its cube. Then R possesses a nonzero idempotent if

and only If at least one of the vectors [M] , I = 1,..,k
. LL

has the property that mL Is a unit.
LL

Proof: 4: Suppose m" is a unit. Then it is claimed that
LA.

(e ) 0 for all k > 1.
I. R

Proof of assertion: Observe that

Z 1 L k(e) m e +..+m e +. .+m e . Because R is a ring,
L- - LL 1 LI k

d-I

we have p J I divides m for all j < i. Because m

is a unit, o(Ce )z) = o(e). Observe that
L L

/'3 1 L k
(e) m e e-+..+m.(e) +''+m ee. Because

L. LI. I I. LI. t LI. kc I

o e ) < o(e) for all j < i, we thus haveJL

o )(e) = o(e ). Proceeding inductively, the

assertion is proved.o

Fro m here, fol lowin ' the argument in Proposition 111.3.1,

rZthere exists an integer r such that (e )r = (e )r Thus

(e is an idempotent for R, and the first half of the

% 4
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proposition is proved..

*: Suppose R possesses an idempotent e and that, for

contradiction, [M] has the property that m. is divisible

by p for all i=l,..,k. It will be shown is that every

basis in natural order for R will have this property; that

is, under any change of basis which preserves natural

order, (Jr ([M])J . is divisible by p for all i=l,..,k. This
z

will imply that there is no e such that e = e because of

Propositions 111.3.2 and 111.3.3. Since every transition

matrix is a product of elementary matrices described in

Chapter 11.2, it will suffice to analyze them.

It is easy to show that diag{a±1,..,akk} and E , i < j,

preserve this divisibility by p. So consider E , I > J,

LL

and compute [X ([M])]t for t=l,..,k. By tabulation, weA tt

4.have:
t

a. [(r ([M])] t = m when t d i,j.A tU tt

b. [,r ([M]). = l'jjj + ij'jij + ij'ijj + ij2 -iij, using
A

the notation of Chapter 11.2. Without loss of generality,

we can assume that a.. is a unit. By hypothesis, p divides

jjj. By Corollary I.3.1a, p divides Jij. By Definition

1.2.2, p divides iii. Because o(e ) -< o(e ) (Theorem

1.2), we have p divides ij. Thus p divides [J (EM]).

C. [(r ([M])]. = 'iii - ij'ii. Again, by hypothesis, p
A it

divides iii, and by Definition 1.2.2, p divides iii. Thus
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p divides [r.([MI ]i.,

Since all cases are exhausted, the contradiction is

established and the Theorem is proven..

The case of rings where d. = d for some i poses some

L. L+1

difficulties. Nonetheless, some results can be obtained,

whose proofs follow lines similar to the previous theorem.

Proposition 111.3.7: Let R be a ring of type (d ,.., kk

with 2 a basis in natural order. Suppose d. = a. for
1.

some i=l,..,k-1. Then the following holds.

1. If m. is the sole unit of [M]. and/or m. is the

sole unit of [M] ., or if for some d. which is
% J

unique, m. is a unit, then R possesses an idempotent.

2. If p divides all of [M]. and all of [M]i.+ , and if
LiL

for all unique d., p divides mi, then R is nilpotent.

By observing the proof of the converse of Theorem 111.5, a

method for actually finding a basis change matrix which

exhibits the idempotent e as a basis element can be

derived. This method can also be applied when the

conditions of Proposition 111.3.7 are satisfied. The

following is a discussion of the method:

Note that in case m- is a unit for some i (d. is unique),

then we have o(e. k o(e.) for all k 1 1. Thus, as wasI.I

0q
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noted earlier, there exists s and t, s > t, such that

(e ) = (e Before proceeding further note that

(e )a = (e )2 e (R is associative) which implies

. %) 3 1 2 k
= (e)= m e+m e +..+m k ' which corresponds to

m l L Mk
±z km k + . . + . , which can beis- m 1. . Lm

re-expressed as

m m " which is [MIra [M]. Denote,

[i'm m m M
it. 2L k %

for brevity, the vector representation of (e ) by vk• and

IM] by M. Then we have

? v = Mv , v4 = Mv3 = M2vz, etc. The point of the proof of

Theorem 111.5 is that once it is shown that (e )s = (e L

rZ

Sone can find an r such that (e) =Cer* enweas

have v = v = Mv = Mrv ; that is, v is an
tor r

Seigenvector" of M and 1 is its corresponding

"eigenvalue". (The terms are in quotes because this is not

necessarily a vector space setting, and so the terms aren't

-. strictly defined. The concept is analogous, however.) More

importantly, Because d is unique, and because
r

o(e z r ) = o(er) = o(e ), e can be made a basis element
-o .

replacing e, and further, it is an idL e. Thus, if

= {e,..,e, ..,e } is a basis for R, then

0'k
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Q e' ,..,ak} is also a basis, and if{Q,.CQ).,Qli as

"n" i 0 n 0

C e . the matrix A = . . is the
0n 0 n..

transition matrix from 3 to S'.

Note that with repsect to 3, e. has coordinatesL
1.1

which is as desired.m

V

The next Proposition enables one to actually create a basis

for eR and (l-e)R, once e is identified, provided R

satisfies the condition of Theorem 111.5. Thus, one can

systematically produce cube forms similar to that of

Proposition 111.3.6 without having to rely on the

quadratic identities.

Proposition 111.3.8: Let e be a nonzero idempotent for R,

R a ring satisfying the conditions of Theorem 111.5.

Let 3 be a basis for R. Then either e'e can replace e as

a basis element for R, or e-e-e can.

Proof: It is assumed that e has been made into a basis

element, and that only the remaining basis elements are
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being considered. For clarity, 2 = {e ,..,e,..,ek } is in

natural order. The proof rests on analyzing the additive

order of e e., i = l,..,k.
11.

Since d. is unique, then o(e-e ) = o(e.) implies aI. L 1.

straight substitution can be made. If o(e'e.) < o(e), then

o(e-e-e) = o(e.), and the substitution e-e-e for e. can

be made.u

Remark 111.3.1: There is again some difficulty when d. is

not unique. The author was not able to fully resolve this

case, though some partial results, not worthy of mention

here, were obtained. The difficulty lies when

o(ee O(eh), where d. = d.h" The issue of linear

independence must be examined, and this is very difficult

to do.

Nonetheless, a large number of ring types can be

computationally analyzed for number and type of idempotents

* by the methods developed in this section. This fills a gap

previously existing in the literature; namely, how to

systematically Identify and display idempotents in an

arbitrary ring.

There is one more case that can be proven, but in order to

express it, a different form must be used.

O,
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Proposition 111.3.9: Let R be a ring of type (d,d). Let

[MI be of the form where mi. are units for

2 2 2

a 2
. m ) 1

12 ]Then:

L[9.]Er2iJ
A rn I

21 2

1. If either n 1 or n 2 are units, but no both, then R,j.:22 ZZ

posseses an idempotent.

2. If both are divisible by p, then R is nilpotent.

3. If both n' and nz are units, no conclusion can be
22 22

reached by mere inspection. Another method, such as the

quadratic identities, must be used.

Proof: 1 and 2 follow from the previous proposition. As for

3, the outcome depends on p and the values of the rest of

the cube. It should be noted that all elements of the cube

.r ([MI) are units except the zero depicted.m
A

p,

p

.4 p-
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IV--A DISCUSSION OF COMPUTER ALGORITHMS TO TEST FOR

RING PROPERTIES AND FOR ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN TWO RINGS

This chapter contains a discussion of the algorithms

described in Chapters I-III, programmed in Turbo PASCALT"

(Bol, and listed in the Appendix. Examples of their

execution are included as well.

Because of the action of the elementary matrix S on

a cube (Proposition 11.3.2), all bases will be assumed to

Sbe in natural order.

1. The program which computes r C(M]).A

The program SLICER.PAS computes the mapping 7 ([M])
A

given the following inputs:

1. The type of R*;

2. The cube EM], by rows;

3. The transition matrix A.

*. The output would be as follows:
~d 1. The transition matrix and its inverse mod p

2. The cube [M] and its image XA ([M]).

The rank of the ring and the prime number are considered to

be program constants, and can be changed only by program

modification. At present, only keyboard entry of input

data is provided.

The heart of the program is the computation of A -1

mod p , should it exist, and Equation II.i.1,

.,M
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(MI] It ar= aa 3 a mr. The standard matrix
r 3L =1 t=1

inversion method must be modified to accomodate / d

that is, the pivot for any column must be a unit mod p, not

Just any nonzero element. The algorithm reflects this

difference. As for Equation II.1.1, it is a six-index loop

involving the inputs A and [M], and the computed A-' All

computations are made in integer mod p U arithmetic, except

for A- , which is performed in mod p " arithmetic.

*Example IV.1.i. Let the rank of R be (3,2,2,1). Let

ill 40 105 5
44 103 2 50

A= 44 13 25 This is a transition matrix, for

L78 8 77 12

it satisfies the requirements of Proposition 1.2.2.

0 1 0 0
0' 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

Let [MI- =

r0 ir 0 r 0 ir 01
ll- 1 0 0 0

LU0 1  0 0

[ I ]
".-eoo
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Then SLICER, which computes X A (EM]), produces

7 76' 7 0' 10 0
'4 10 6
[16 4 i [ ]

0. 2. 0.[ 70] [85]'[ ] [ I

10 8 701A Hr) 120" [ 65' 110" 0

i- - " 2. The program which checks the basic properties of a cube

i. . ]BASPROPS.PAS tests if a given cube represents a0. 1

,4k" multiplication for a group R of type ( , . ., It

--I then checks for associativity and commutativity. The

:+ values k and p are again treated as program constants, andthe pt avalues are the tye of R p and the cube

[Mt

jq. entries mr. are reduced mod p if necessary, and the

Sresidue is given on the screen if such action is taken.

~The first procedure checks that EM] represents a
multiplication A three-index loop checking k-k i

P Id

elements (n, r < s) for divisibility by p r is made.

ra

The procedure first checks if a= , in order to

.4-.

d -d

% S
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eliminate unnecesary computation.

The next procedure computes

[M] (M] - [M].j (M] for each i,j = 1,..,k. As

soon as one of the entries of this matrix is nonzero, the

procedure returns a "nonassociative" response. Thus, the

program is optimized for failure.

Example IV.2.1. The author wrote a modified version of

this program to find all rings with 1 of characteristic 3.

Of the 3 different multiplications on the basis

{1,e 2,e }, only 802 of the cubes proved to be associative

as well. The program, written in FORTRAN and run on

- NCSUMATH, took 13 minutes of processing time.o

The final test checks each horizontal slice of [M] for

symmetry by computing mrs - m for r - s. Again, a

nonzero result immediately returns a "noncommutative"

response.

3. The program which test for the existence of a 1 in R.

IDENTITY.PAS checks a cube for the existence of an

identity, providing sufficient information to draw the

correct conclusion. If necessary, one can construct a

. suitable transition matrix so that if 2 = {e±,..,e k}, then

' = {1,f ,.., f k The input is as in BASPROPS.PAS.

0!
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This program builds a 2kz x (k+) linear system and

then reduces it to upper triangular form. The results are

printed so that column 1 of the transition matrix A can be

obtained, in accordance with Corollary III.1 and Example

In the case R is a vector space over / ,the

procedure is the well-known Gaussian elimination. However,

just as in IV.l, in case R is not of type (1,..,1), the

elimination method must be modified to first seek a pivot

that is a unit; should one not exist, then a pivot of

minimum p-valuation is sought; that is, a nonzero element

with the lowest power of p in that column.

Example IV.3.1: Suppose R is of type (4,2). Let

(M] = ] It is clearly a ring with 1. The test for

identity gives rise to the following system of equations:)
- 1 0 1 1'
.0 75 1075,1 0 . What makes this reduction different is that 5

S5 5 1I

divides 75 and is not a unit. Thus, when finding the pivot

for column 2, one must first attempt to find a unit. The

04
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transition matrix Is [ as expected. For another

example, see Example III.1.2.o

4. A discussion of the quadratic identities.

QUADID.PAS is the implementation of the quadratic and trace

identities to compare two rings for isomorphism. A

scaled-down version of this program, IDEMPOT.PAS can be

used to check for nontrivial idempotents. The basic inputs

are the type of R, two cubes, and responses to questions

provided through interactive screens. The outpu consists

of a printout of the quadratic system of equations after

each set of questions is answered. For review, the

quadratic and trace identities are, respectively:

T t
N( [A [M] *A] * = [AN] *14 Z i,t = 1,..,k. (111.1.2)

T ! T(A [(M]. ) *AJ = [A[NI] j = 1,..,k. (111.1.3)

and

Tr(Mlv a Tr[N] , i = l,..,k. (111.2.1)
V=I

aT= Tr[N= Tr(N= 1,..,k. (III.2.2)

Observe that Equations 111.1.2 and 111.1.3 are equations of

vectors; thus each component of these vectors must equal as

well. That is, for each i,= 1,..,k,

-N

. J"
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[AT [M] A] 1  = [A[N]I

[A T[M] A] = [A[N) I

T
[A [M) ~A] k = [NI I

uk L.* 4k

Letting c be the variable corresponding to the columns of

4, the vectors, the equations 111.1.4 arise, which for

review, are:

E Eaam Ea'n = 0, i,tc=l,..,k

, , (1II1.1.4)"= V= J=
"'E E a a m. - Ea . = 0, i,Zc=1,..,k

%=1 V=1 U=1

The question which must be answered first is, How big is

this system? There are at most 2k distinct equations.

Viewing a 1, a 1, a 1a ,. . , a kkakk as variables, we see

they are linearly independent, provided the characteristic

of the ring is odd (see Remark 111.1.2). Thus, there are

k2 + k (k +l)2 distinct variables. A 2 x 2 example will

illustrate:

Example IV.4.1*: The general form of the quadratic

Identities involving two commutative cubes [M] and [N]

representing rings of rank 2 is:

",
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a a a a
Ii12 2 1 22

a a a - aa'aF7 a1 Fah a a a a const
t 12 21 22 12 21 22 21 2122 t 12021 22

m", 0 m;,+M, 1 000 0 m 1, 0 0 n n 00 0
0 m, 0 m:0 m , 0 0 m,. 0 n n 0 0 0
m 0 m" +mI. 0 0 0 0 m, 0 0 0 0On n 0
0 ml  0 m'-l m0 , 0 0 m, 0 0 0n n :0
0 m:, 0 m ., 0 m:, 0 0 m . 0 n n 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 m. 0 mL,+m,, 0 0 m, n f 00 0
0 m, 0 m,0 ml- 0 0 m 0 0 0 n n 0
.0 0 0 0 mI. 0 m;+m,0 0 m _0 0 nn 0

Since the rings (cubes) are commutative, the transpose

equations are redundant and hence are omitted.

The trace identities 111.2.1 and 111.2.2 have the following form:

1* sz 0 01t

I* Z

s s 0 ol t
* 1 *2

0 0 s t
1* *

(s *and s *represent Tr [MI * and Tr (M] *. respectively;

t corresponds to [NI)

The algorithm for QUADID.PAS proceeds as follows:

1. Given the two cubes, the appropriate traces are

computed and then stored in the proper array location. In

the trace identities, the "inverse" array described in

Chapter III is also stored.

2. Both trace identities systems are reduced to upper

triangular form and then analyzed for consistency. If they

are consistent, then the values for a. obtained by the

first trace system are employed in the quadratic system.

O,
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3. The quadratic system is reduced to upper triangular

form. The option of replacing a j by a constant c or by

1 d-d .a is offered. If a = c, then each entry of the

column corresponding to a..a is multiplied by c and moved
LU UV

to the column corresponding to a . The entries of column

a are then multiplied by c and moved "across the equal

sign".

If a= d-d , then each entry of the column
Lj 1 2 A

corresponding to a..a is multiplied by d and then moved

to the column corresponding to a a . Then the array is

uV VX

modified by d in the same manner as in the first case.

The next example illustrates the use of QUADID.PAS,

"'.., showing each key step and printout along the way.

Example IV.4.2: Consider two rings of rank 2, of type

'-. 3 (1,1), which are isomorphic, whose cubes are

and is a transition

'.

matrix which transforms the first into the second.

These cubes are entered into the program. The following

S4..

04
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printout results:

Trace Formula Matrices Sys2 For Information Only

11 21 12 22 Col

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

Reduced Trace Formula Matrices

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 . 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Notice that the trace identities reveal that a = 1 and
21

a 1 . Continuing with the program, and using Example
22

IV.4.1 as a guide, the first quadratic system output is:

Raw Tableau entries.
001000020001000
000202002022000
000000020000010000000002000220

%'b 
% 000202002022000

000000100210000
~000000002000220

000000000200 100

Run Number 1
Reduced Tableau entries.~001000020001000
0001010010110000 000000100210000

000000000100200
WI Now, using the information about a~1 , the system is reduced

to the following: (zero rows are not printed)

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 ".1100

0
0 000 000
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A.

Run Number 2
Reduced Tableau entries... ,0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0

,.'. :'0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0
00000010020000

N0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 01-0 0 1 1 0 0 1

From here, we observe that a = 1-a . A check by''" 11 12

SLICER.PAS of [ 1 0 ] [ ] 1 ] and [ 2 2 ]verifies that

indeed these matrices serve as transition matrices for the

* equivalent cubes described above.o

-U..

-U..

Observation: One can use QUADID.PAS to find the

stabilizer of a cube IM] by entering it twice in the

program when called for. Finding the stabilizer by

exhaustive means requires checking all transition matrices;

an upper bound for the number of transition matrices is the

number of nonsingular matrices over pd, which, according

to Roby [Ro] is given by

When R is a free / d - module, this number is exact.

Example IV.4.3: In the case of a ring with 1 of type

(1,1,1), a FORTRAN program run on NCSUMATH takes 72
3

U,

". ..-U.' .. ",. ..v .,: ,'~'"""" "".F .' '. ,. " ",": .",v .'-, • .,. , *. v
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seconds to check all 11232 nunsingular matrices for

membership in the stabilizer of an arbitrary cube.ci

.%.

;4

o'-

4-.

"I.o

,*44 ''.. .j ' ,.. s ' " ,2, ,'.'.
"

-. -"," . * -- _.. .-----.-. -" . -' ". - - "-'-i , -- - i. . ." .- ,- ;
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Y. SOME RESULTS FOR RINGS OF RANK I AND 2.

1. Rings of rank 1--Complete Classification.

This first result is known (IW21, IKPI).

Proposition V.1.1: Let R be a finite p-ring of rank 1,

Rj = p". Then there are exactly n+1 mutually nonisomorphic

rings, one with identity, and the rest nilpotent. The

representative forms are:

"M] = [0 ]

(M] = i, =0,..,n-1.

Proof: By Theorem 11.2, two rings are isomorphic if and

only if there exists

k
A e Tran (d) such that X ([MI) = (NJ. These cubes are

Ixlxl in size; i.e, they are scalars. Thus Theorem 11.2

means that a-m = n for some a such that (a,p) = 1. The

cube of any finite p-ring R of rank one Is of the form

[p. u, where (u,p) = 1, or [01 in the case that R2 = 0.

choose a = u-, and the Proposition follows.u

2. Rings of cardinality pZ--Complete Classification.

zThe next few results gives all rings of size p

Raghavendran [Ral found them by purely algebraic means.

They are also mentioned in [W2], though not all rings are

-* .pl cltly Identified.

. a
- 1
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Proposition V.2.1: Let R be a ring of size pz, rank one.

Then there are three possible outcomes: [M] = [01, 11], or

[p].

Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the previous

Proposition.m

Proposition V.2.2: Let R be a ring of type (i,i) without
p

a nonzero idempotent (thus nilpotent). Then R is either the

trivial ring or its cube Is equivalent to
0" 0

[M]

Proof: Clearly, R= 0 is a nilpotent ring. So suppose R

is nilpotent and nontrivial. Then e *e m e +m e 2 0

for some
2 2

i,j. We first want to show that either e or e Is

nonzero. Assume both are zero. Without loss of generality,

assume i=l and j=2. Then *-e * 0

0 = e "e "e = m e +m e *e m m e +m e . SinceI £ 21 21 2 12 2 2

m2 cannot be zero, (mzp) = 1 2 m 0, a contradiction.

(m can't be zero because If it is, then'°" 2

J.- 2 2e
eme 0 = e e = m e 0, also a

2 2.

contradiction.) Therefore, one of e or e 2 is nonzero.

Without loss of generality, assume (e ) is nonzero. Thus,

we have the following "string" of cubes: (the reasons will

be given below)
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Ill rz I0 niz' 0 a

idmptet The (2zolw y optn TA( )wt
idempotent. 22e (i) folw ycmuin ZM)wt

11A=1

(2motnThn() follows frmteascaiiy roprtyn of R,[ wt0 (M 2 )-I

Proposition 1.3.2. Because R is nontrivial and nilpotent,

we have R= 0, (powers of R form a strictly descending

sequence of subrings terminating at 0). This forces

a 2 =04 which implies ab = a+b z = 0 -* a = b = 0,

which completes the proof of the proposition.m

Proposition V.2.3: Let R be a ring of type (1,1) with

only noncentral idempotents. Then all such rings have cubes

equivalent to

,- [M = or [M]= [

-~11 I-f. 11 M.4 ~
• t[0][00]
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Proof: Since R is nonnilpotent and has no central

idempotents, it is irreducible, then we have the following

sequence of cubes:

V. m:: rm:2 - [K]'
[nzl

0 0 0
-m" [MM][1 [ rn']

21. 2Z2 2 2
or

"-? (1) follows from Proposition 111.3.4. Because R is

associative, by Proposition 1.3.2, n2 and n2 are 0 or 1
-212 21

mod p and nn = n n = 0. e is noncentral, so

e e s e *e . Associativity then forces n" 0 andz I 1 2 zz

n z 
2 n 1or n2 as appropriate. Let
22 21 1

A = [ -a or [ 0], respectively. This forces
0 1 1 -a

37 A ([M]) to be one of the desired forms, and so the

PropositLon follows..

Proposition V.2.4: Let R be a ring of type (1,1) with at
p

-

V V
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least one central idempotent. Then the cube of R is

equivalent to one of the following forms:

.M] or or or

Proof [[0]U o -0 10- -1 - -111011

Froof: Suppose that R has at least one nontrivial central

idempotent. Then R is reducible by Theorem 111.2

and thus is a direct sum of rings of rank one of size p, of

which there are two types. This provides the first two

listed possibilities. In the first case, R is a ring

without 1, and in the second, a ring with 1. Now suppose R

is a ring with 1 and no other central idempotent. Since

rings of rank two with I are commutative (proof is obvious

from the cube), then R is commutative, which means that

there are no noncentral idempotents. Then CM] is

equivalent to the following cube:

IM] = where a 4 0 if b 0 0 (else e is an

idempotent). Then the fourth form is produced by 7 (CMI)

where A = [ ] and the third arises when both a and[ba_ - ± 2,

p . b are zero. This completes the proof of the Proposition..
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Thus, there are 11 isomorphism classes of rings of size pZ

for Propositions V.2.1 - V.2.4 exhaust all possible cases.

4Z

z

3. Rings of type (ddz), x = 0 for all x in R.

The above analysis is immensely more difficult when R is a

rank of type (d,,d,), where d. > 1, as the next few

sections will make clear. The results of this section are

new and are similar to those found in IKPI.

Recall that by Proposition 1.3.1, the general form of

a cube representing a multiplication over a group of type

(d d is as follows:

4 ]
d -d

. mI
""[H =•*, It is clear that we can

I 21•lLE ~1c
4. 2

m' " I Z c

" .restrict c1  to / with no harm to the discussion.

' Unlike the (I,I) case, a nontrivial nilpotent ring c.an~p
have all Its elements be square-zero. The next Proposition

. gives the cube form for those rings with this property.

2j Proposition V. 3.1: Let R be of type ( ) with basis . in
, p

natural order, and [M] its cube. Let x2  0 V x e R. Then

esM] is equivalent to a cube of the form
-w~~ - 2 .~ 14 'I ~
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* I
.0 ct I a, 0, i

rj6 when . 2 - z

z]' 0 d<_: ( - 54Z1 21L: 6p 0

-or-

o0 -0r[a. 1p 1  r, 6 =0,1

F 11 2cu,f7 E when 4. -ji (t -Jz

[6pLp '0

NOTE: The second form will be known as the mirror of the

.: s-. The two f)rms are not necessarl'y antI3sQmorphIc.

Proof: Since x : 0, we have every basis element being

square-zero, so that [M] must be of the form [allowing for

.:"..- 23roiiary :". 3.1 )

[:] where 0f ,t z Ctz

2 ] PL 2L dp 0

and a,b,c,d - / . The proof now breaks down into several

cases. Due to the length of each, they will be noted In

italics.

Case la: a,b,c,d nonzero, I -I . J -jz.

Then we have the following sequence of cubes:
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[a 4-.'

II- I [ , oJ o j,J-
01 _p I# ][ 12 J~ '

dp Lb0 Jp 0 p 01

(1f l oby letti] 0] then a- 1 c and
p p 0 aP~

b-Id. (2) follows by letting B P provid-d
10

-1 -d . (This qualifies B as a transition matrix.)

1 2 1 2

is a unit whenever i1 -1z > J -J, and possibly 0 when

A i I J-Jz Finally, when X is a unit, for

0 -1[0 1 0]
(MI) (3[M] becomes for

p 0

aJ
which associativity implies 2 >

Now suppose i4 < d 1 -dz "  In this case, matrix B would

not be a transition matrix, and so (2) would not follow;

hence, the only modification we can make is with the units

a,b,c and d. Then (1) is the most basic form possible, and

the restriction d -d f <( + d -d :d holds.o

il

±1 11

! ~
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Case lb. iI- j I< I Z-j . By the same methods as in case la,

we get the "mirror" form. o

Case 2. a =0, b,c,d 0 0.

- *Then EM] is of the form '01b and for

c0 0

A -a] (EM) becomes which is one

of the forms described In case la. a =0 means ii is

understood to be equal to d , and this form holds provided

d 1-d z S j + d, -d z 4* If, however, 4.z- a dz

then one can replace p zby 0, which is achieved by use

61 0]
of the transition matrix I(t C I.J2

Case 3. c = 0, a,b,d ad 0.

This is the "Mirror" case to case 2.o
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Case 4. a = b = O, c,d * O.

9Then EM] is of the form 0, .1 and for A 0

I[ dp z][01

7A ([M]) becomes which, as in the previous case,

depends on whether or not d -d <j + d -d 5d .o

. Case 5. a,b 0 0, c=d=O.

This case is resolved as in case 4. When d >d, the forms

of cases 4 and 5 are antiisomorphic. When d =d , they are

equivalent.

-p

Case 6. a,c = 0, b,d;0.

-'0 [ [bp'~
Then (M] is of the form , which becomes][0]

'.--I..
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-6 C6 P by the methods of earlier cases.o

L["p0z] 0-J...p 2

Case 7. a,b0O, c=d=O.

Thye general form, after similar modification, is seen to

S0 0

be * ,6 c /p

0. 0

The last cases, where all but one constant is zero, are

easily seen to be equivalent to one of[:11. [P: I ][ 1 -0 [0 11:
'.V.,[°o [°o °]°] ["]°]["[o

In order to properly count the number of mutually

nonisomorphic cases, one must know the value of d-2d and

the relationships between i -j,, -j., and I -d As a

result, a closed formula for counting the number of

isomorphism classes is very difficult to obtain.

* I :%-~ '.
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4. Rings of type Cd , ) with nontrivial central

idempotent.

This classification can be quickly made, using Theorem

111.2. Surprisingly, The author could find no reference to

it in the literature.

Proposition V.4.1: Let R be a ring of type (d1ri 2 ), e a

nontrivial central idempotent. Then [M] has one of the

following two forms:1] [] [01
"-"( 1 ) 0 5 i <5d ( 2 ) 0 :O - <

In case t d = , then the two forms are equivalent, with

the transition matrix being [ 1].

11

Proof: Since e is a nontrivial central idempotent, it is

not 0 or 1. By Theorem 111.2, e is the identity for the

two-sided ideal e'R. By Remark I.1.1, e can be made into a

basis element for e'R. Since e'R is a direct summand for

R, this implies that e is also a basis element for R.

Thus, since R splits into two nontrivial rings of rank one,

Proposition V.1.1 gives either form 1 or 2, depending on

whether e has additive order d or d

As to the last statement in the proposition, it

N%
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follows by direct computation.E

Because of the forms dictated by the existence of the

nontrivial central Idempotent, the number

of isomorphism classes, given d and dz' is d I 1 + 2

when d >d, and d + 1 when the I are equal.
I I L

Wiesenbauer ([W31) published a formula fcr cz :.tnqg the

number of mutually nonisomorphic rank two rings w'

ientity. Because of the simple structure 3f soch rngs,

0' he was able to employ streamlined notat32r. 3nd 3-ay.ss t-

arrive at this very exce lent res~l .

5. Rings of rank two with noncentral idempoteit.

The next two results are new, and with PVop.st . .4.

z. completely describe non-lptent r:ngi w.thot 1. However,

the theorems do n positively idientlfY m t.a-ai

non.somorph'c forms.

Theorem V.1: Let R be of type .: ,c , e a nor cer trj.

i4dempotent of R, e-R a rank one ring. Then any cLe M

01
representing R is equivalent to

Proof: If R possesses a noncentral idempotent such that

posese
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e was a ran. ,ne r .n, then any c:be [M] representing R

e" 3 e;:'• ts L he f r-m Associativity"--. [51 [0i1

I c I

2 . mod p , ind

.. e Z w .- c s s ible cases:

]0[~r II [U) -:i
d

". s5 :' :t. y forces a= 0 mod p an

.7:-e o .s noncentral. This leaves us

- -, ...... 3 s z . .ty forces both

i 7 a. mo pz 71 .-..13 ccmpletes the proof

ThY%-t m V..: Le R e a r:ng of type p ), e a

_e>oos" ie~ctent 3f R, eR a rank two ring. Then any

"" : :eY.t. R is eq:.;va"ent to one of the forms

* m

3Z 

1

*p
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or

0o1
dI > i maxfd dt -dl

11 Op 1:1 2! 4

rp p

Proof: The idea follows exactly along the lines of the

previous theorem. If R is a ring with noncentral idempotent

e such that e-R = R, then any cube representing R is

10

equivalent to one of the form I by Proposition

111.3.5. Associativity requires that

d
1) b2 a b mod p z,

2) ab m 0 mod p z,

3) bc s c mod p z,

4) a+bd a-d mod p .

Thus by 1), b = 0 or 1, which gives two cases

i I]  and [

Case 1. b = 0 implies p, divides c and a by 3) and 4).
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Also, a - d mod p , which means that for d= . we have

a is a unit if and only if d is, and for i > d d is not

a unit. Thus EMI is of the form

1 0

0 1 1 > iz ' i a - maxLi I- 2}
L" - . Letting

iF& z
2 Op aaO,6

A = -11, we get

we I 0

A= [
1 p 2 1 2

L0 ][ , >  z,4 maX 'L-L 2

Case 2. b = 1 implies that p 2 divides a by 2). a cannot be

0 since e is noncentral. No other conclusions canbe drawn

from associativity, and so [M] must be of the form

d > > 2 -a d-

iL , .zAgain letting

pxp 2 Op a d 2 .4 a
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A = 0 - ], we get

d > i max d2 Id -d0 2 2

17 ([M]) [ V d a1 2! { II This

rp(.4r E / p = 6a- 1

completes the proof of theorem.u

Theorems V.1 and V.2 place an upper bound on the possible

number of mutually nonisomorphic rings. A closed form

equation stating the exact number of isomorphism classes,

given d and d would be a significant result on its own.

The author hopes to be able to derive such a formula in

future research.

dS
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results obtained in this paper give rise to three

distinct avenues for further research which the author

intends to pursue:

1. Nilpotent rings of rank 2 and nonnilpotent rings of

rank 3. It is shown in [KPI that "most" rings are

nilpotent; that Is, as p or n gets larger, a higher

percentage of the rings of cardinality pnare nilpotent.

In such rings, there are special elements such that
z L

x = p x -- p-potent elements, if you will. The author

intends to explore if such elements can be used to classify

nilpotent rings of rank 2. As for nonnilpotent rings of

rank 3, many rings can already be identified from this

paper's results; namely, those rings with a nontrivial

central idempotent. The author hopes to classify all, or

some special subset of rank 3 rings.

2. Improvements in the algorithms. The "linearization" of

the quadratic identities is effective with rank 2 and some

rank 3 three rings. However, It primarily serves to reduce

the number of possible candidates among the transition

matrices in testing for isomorphism between two cubes,

Further, as was shown in Remark 111.1.2, when considering

characteristic 2d rings, linearization is not effective in

evaluating certain equations. Alternative means for

testing these rings for isomorphism will be explored.

3. The application in algebraic cryptography alluded to in
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Chapter II can be extensively developed, because the

mapping XA (M]) exhibits many of the characteristics of a

good encipherment system.

Given an enciphered cube of size k, the number of

computations required, on average, to decipher a cube with

ka elements is a function ky + f(k), deg f < n, and would

be considered a "hard" problem, but theoretically not

impossible. For this reason, its discussion in depth is

not considered appropriate here. However, a successful

encipherment system need not have mathematically perfect

security.

For example, one commercially successful public-key

encryption system (RSA) depends on the high probability that

there is no easy method of factoring a large (greater than

10 ° ) composite number, the product of two large (greater

than 1050) prime numbers. Currently known methods would

require some 74 years. (See [MM] and [BP]).

By presenting X (A(M) as an encipherment system forA

publication in a periodical such as Cryt, it is

hoped that others will attempt its solution, which will

simultaneously provide us with effective means of

classifying rings of larger rank. We refer the readers to

the earlier discussion in Remark 2.3.

-0-e e r OO.rf
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Program Slicer;
(This program implements the basic group action described In
Chapter II of the dissertation. All calculations, Including matrix
Inversion, is performed by integer arithmetic. Each key Procedure
has a comment describing its purpose.1

Label
FOUR;

Const
sz - 2;
Base =3;

Type
Basis =array(1..SzI of Integer;
Matrix = array(l..Sz,1..SzI of Integer;
Cube =array[1..Sz,l..Sz,1..SzJ of Integer;
Vec =array(0..10001 of integer;

Var Cue
MN:Cue
k,A1,Ainv: matrix;
I,J,L,Sing: Integer;
Cbar :Vec;
Bas:Basis;

(==================----------------------Function oe ========zzzza)
Function Power(P,v:Integer):Integer;
Begin

Power:= Round(Exp(V*Ln(P)));
End; (Function Power)

(====== = ====-===ProcedureIp=----- -------
Procedure Inp(var Bas:Basis;var M:Cube;var A:Matrix?;
Var

I,J,K,Num: Integer;
Begin
ClrScr;
GotoXY(8,4);
Vriteln('R has rank ',Sz,l and P is ',Base,'.');
GotoXY(8,8);
Writeln('Enter the type of R In nonincreasing order. Errors will');
Vriteln('not be detected, so be careful.');
Vriteln('IMPORTANT11 P**D1 Cannot Exceed 181, or else Integer');

* Vriteln(' overflow will occur, due to the language limitation.');
* GotoXY(1,12);

For 1:- 1 to Sz do begin
VrIte( 'D',I, '=')

Read(IKbd,Num);
Das(II:= Num;

* VWrite(Bas(I I);
GotoXY(1,WhereY+1);

end;
Vriteln;
Vriteln('Input of Ring Type Complete.');
Delay( 3000);
Clr~cr;
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GotoXY(8,8);
Vriteln('Enter [141 by rows. The entries will be reduced to the,);
Vriteln( 'correct modulo If necessary.');
GotoXY(1,1O);
For 1:- 1 to Sz do begin
For K:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to Sz do begin
Read(Kbd,Num);
M(I,J,Ki:u Mum mod Pover(Base,Bas(KI);
GotoXY( 5*J, WhereY);
Write(M[I,J,KJ);

end;
Writein;

end;
end;
GotoXY(1,20);
Vriteln('Input of Cube Complete.');
Delay( 3000);
ClrScr;
GotoXY(8,S);
Vritein('Enter A by rows. No error checking will be performed, so');
Vriteln('be sure that A is a transition matrix.');
GotoXY(1,10);
For 1:- 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to Bz do begin
Read(KbdNum);
A(I,JI:= Mum;

U.. A1(I,J]:= Mum;
GotoXY(5*j,whereY);
Vrite(A[I,j I);

end;
Writein;

end;
GotoXY(1,20);
writeln('Input of Transition Matrix Complete.');
Delay( 3000);
lr 5cr;

End; (Procedure Inp)
(====z=======================Procedure Ivn====:========
(Invint establishes a Look-Up table for rApid identification of zero
divisors and units, listing each unit's inverse.)
Procedure Invint(var Cbar: Vec;Bas:Basis);
Var

I,J,Nmod: Integer;
Label
ONE;

Begin
Cbar[11 :=1;
Nmod:- Power(Dase,Das(iI);
For 1:=2 to (Mmod-1) do begin
If Cbar(I1 = 0 then begin

* For J:=2 to (Nmod-1) do begin

Zi. Z;11 sM A .0.~~% V ~.
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If (I'J) mod Nod = 1 then begin
Cbar(I]:= J;
CbartJi:= I;
Goto ONE;

end;
end;

end;
ONE:end;

Note that If Inverse is not found, It
is a zero divisor, and has already been
initialized to zero.)

End; (Procedure Invint)
[==------------------------------===Procedure-Inver ==
fInvert finds the inverse mod P**D1 of a matrix. If it is singular,
the user will be advised and the program will be halted.)

Procedure Invert(var A1,Ainv:Katrix;Cbar:Vec; var Sing: Integer;
Bas:Basis);

Label
TWO,THRE;

Var
I,J,Ji,J2,K,L1,L2,Piv,Temp,Mult,Nod: Integer;

Begin
Nmod:= Power(Base,Bas(lI);
TWO:For I:= 1 to (Sz-1) do begin

Piv:=I;
THREE: If Cbar[A1l(I,Piv] = 0 then begin (Pivot Search)

Piv:=Piv + 1;
If Ply > Sz then begin
Vriteln('Sorry. This matrix Is singular.');
Sing:=1;
Exit;

end;
Goto THREE;

end; (Pivot Search)If I < Ply then begin (Row Swap)

For Jl:= 1 to Sz do begin
Temp:= AI(I,JIJ;
Al(I,J1]:= Al[Piv,JlJ;
AIfPiv,J1J:= Temp;
Temp:= Ainv(I,J1J;
Ainv(I,Jll:=Ainv(Piv,Jli;
Ainv[Piv,J1]:=Temp;

end;

end; [Row Swap)
For L1:= (I1+) to Sz do begin (Upper Triangularization)
Mult:=(Al1[Ll,I]*Cbar(Al1I,IJ]) mod nmod;
For L2:= I to Sz do begin
AI[LI,L2]:= (A11,L21 - Mult*Al[I,L2]) mod Nmod;
If AI(LI,L2) < 0 then AI[Ll,L21:= AI[LI,L2J + Nmod;
Ainv[Li,L2]:=(Ainv[L1,L2]-Mult*Ainv[I,L2]) mod Nmod;
If Ainv[Li,L2] < 0 then Ainv(Li,L2]:= Ainv[Ll,L2] + Nmod;

end;

S.!
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end;
end; (Upper Triangularization)
If Cbartkl(Sz,SzJJ = 0 then begin
Writeln('Sorry. Last element zero.');
Sing: = ;
Exit;

end;
For I:=Sz downto 2 do begin tDiagonalizationl

For L1:= (I-1) downto 1 do begin
Mult:= (A1!L1,I]'Cbar(A1[I,IIJ) mod nmod;
For L2:= I downto 1 do begin
AU[L,L21:=(A[L1,L21-Kult'A1(I,121) mod nmod;
If A1(L1,L21 < 0 then A1(L1,L21:= Al(L1,L2] + Nmod;
Ainv[L1,L21:=(Ainv(L1,L2]-Mult*Ainv[I,L21) mod nmod;
If Ainv(L1,L21 < 0 then Ainv(L1,L2]:= Ainv(L1,L21 + Nmod;

end;
end;

end; MDagonalization)
For 1:-l to Sz do begin (scaling of Diagonal matrix to Identity)

For J:u1 to Sz do begin
Ainv(I,JI:=(Cbar(A1(I,I]IAinv[I,J)) mod Nmod;

end;
end; (Scaling)

End; (Procedure Invert)
( =========== == =ProcedureSlcr----- ------
(This Is the actual computation of the group action.)

* Procedure SlIcer(A,Ainv: Iatrix;var K,N:Cube; Bas:Basis);
Var

* I,J,L,R,S,T,Nmod: Integer;
* Begin

For I:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to Sz do begin
For L:= 1 to Sz do begin
Nmod:: Power(Base,Bas(LI);
for R:- i to Sz do begin
For S:- 1 to Sz do begin
For T:= 1 to Sz do begin
N(I,J,Li:=(N(I,J,LI + (CA(R,II*A(S,Ji) mod Nmod)*
((Ainv[L,T]*11[R,S,TJ) mod Nmod)) mod Nmod;

end;
end;

end;
N(I,J,L]:=(N(I,J,L] + Nmod)mod nmod;

end;
end;

end;
End; (Procedure Slicerl

Begin

Sinq: :0;
For I:=0 to 1000 do

_k
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Cbar1tI1:=O;
For I:=1 to Sz do begin

For J:=1 to Sz do begin
AII,JI:=O;
All I,JJ =0;
If I = J then

AinvlI,JJ :=l
else

Ainv(I,JI :=O;
For L:= i to Sz do begin

M(I,J,LI :=O;
N[I,J,LI:= 0;

end;
end;

end;

Inp(Bas,M,A);
Invint(Cbar,Bas);
Invert(Al,Ainv,Cbar,Sing,Bas); fInverse of slicer computed herel
If Sing = 1 then goto FOUR;
For I:=1 to Sz do begin

For J:= 1Ito Sz do
Write(Lst,A[I,JI:5);

Vrite(Lst,l )
For J:= 1 to Sz do

Write(Lst,AinvlI,JI :5);
Writeln(Lst);

end;
Slicer (A,Ainv,H, N, Ba ) ;
ClrScr;
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin

For L:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to Sz do

Write(M(I,J,LI :5);
Write(' )
for J:= 1 to Sz do
Write(N(I,J,L) :5);

Vriteln;
end;

end;
FOUR :End. (main Program)
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Program BASPROPS;
(Three main procedures make up this program. The first, Multiplication,
tests if the cube represents a multiplication. The other two, titled
Associativity and Commutativity, respectively, does what one expects.1

Const
Sz = 3;
Base = 2;

Type
Basis = array(l. .Sz] of integer;
Cube = array(1..Sz,l..Sz,1..SzI of integer;

Var
M: Cube;
Bas: Basis;
I,J,K: Integer;

Function Power(B,V:Integer) :Integer;
Begin

Power:= Round(Exp(V*Ln(B)));
End; (Function Power)
{------------------------==ProcedureIp=-
Procedure Inp(var Bas:Basis;var M:Cube);
vW.r

I,J,K, Num:Integer;
Begin
ClrScr;
Writeln('Ring Is of rank ',Sz,' and P Is ',Base,'.');
vriteln('To change, edit program constants Sz and Base.');
GotoXY(8,3);
Writeln('Enter the type of R in nonincreasing order. Errors will');
writein(lbe detected, so be careful.');
GotoXY(1,5);
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin

Vrite( 'DII 1=');
Read(Kbd,mus);
BastiJ:= Num;
Vrite(Bas[I1);
GotoXY(1,WhereY+1);

end;
writeln('Input of Ring Type Complete.');
Delay( 3000);
ClrScr;
GotoXY(8,8);
Writeln('Enter (M] by rows. The entries will be reduced If to the');
Vriteln('correct modulo If necessary.');
GotoXY(1,10);
For 1:= I to Sz do begin

For K:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:- 1 to Sz do begin

Read(Kbd,Num);
HLI,J,Kl= NHum mod(Power(Base,Bas[WJ);
GotoXY( 5*J,WhereY);
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Write(MtI,JKI);
end;
Vriteln;

end;
end;
GotoXY(1,20);
Vriteln('lInput of Cube Complete.');
Delay(3000);

End; (Procedure Inp}
{:==:==:===== = :=====Procedure Multiplication n==:::==:=:I
Procedure Multiplication(Bas:Basis;M:Cube);
Var
I,J,K:Integer;

Begin
If Bas(11 = Bas(SzI then begin

Vriteln('R is a free module; hence (Mi is a multiplication.');
Exit;

end;
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin

For J:= 1 to Sz do begin
For K:= 1 to Sz do begin
If (BasiKJ > BasIJi) and (Basil) >= BasiJ]) then begin
If M(I,J,K) mod(Power(Base,(Bas[KJ-Bas(J]))) <> 0 then begin

Writeln('(1M is not a multiplication.');
Exit;

end;
end;
If (Bas[K] > Bas[I]) and (BasiJ] >= BasiI]) then begin
If M[I,J,KI mod(Power(Base,(Bas[K]-Bas(Il))) > 0 then begin
Writeln('[M) is not a multiplication.');
Exit;

end;
end;

end;
end;

end;

Writeln('(M] is a multiplication.');
End; (Procedure Multiplication)
(=== =====================Procedure Associativity:=:=-=======-==-a-)
Procedure Associativity(Bas:Basis;M:Cube);
Var

C,I,J,T,U,SUM,NMOD: Integer;
Begin
For C:= 1 to Sz do begin (BasiC]}
Nmod:= Power(Base,Bas(C]);
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to Sz do begin
For T:= 1 to Sz do begin
Sum:= 0;
For U:= 1 to Sz do begin
Sum:=(Sum + M[I,J,UI*M[U,T,C] - MIJ,T,UI*M(I,U,CI) mod
Power(Base,Bas[CI);
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end;
If (Sun + KNod) mod Nuod 0 0 then begin
Vriteln('tHI is not associative.,);
Exit;
end;

end;
end;

end;
end;
Vriteln(l(HJ is associative.');

End; f Procedure Associativityl
(===- ======= ===========Procedure Couuautativity=================Ia
Procedure Commutatlvity(Das:Basis;M:Cube);
Var
C,I,J: Integer;

Begin
For C:- i to 8z do begin
For 1:- 1 to Sz do begin
For J:- 1 to Sz do begin
If (M(I,J,C) - M(J,I,CI) o 0 mod(Power(Base,Bas(CI) then begin
Vriteln('(M]Iis not commutative.');
Exit;

end;
end;

end;
end;
Vriteln('[MKIis comutative.');
End; (Procedure Commutativity)

Begin

For 1:- 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to Bz do begin
For K:- 1 to Sz do begin
K(I,J,KI:= 0;
end;

end;
Basil) =0;

end;

Inp(Das,M);
Multiplication(Bas,M);
Associativity(Bas,m);
Couutativity(Das,M);

End. (Main Program)

%% V %- i'~.-V '
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Program identity;
4 This Program takes a cube and checks It for the existence of an
Identity, implementing Equation 111.1.9 of the dissertation. To
evaluate rings of rank > 5, change Siz and Max as indicated by
co ments in Declarations.)
4 uuuuzuzuuuuuuuz=mDeclarations uiuu==-----=------------)
Conat

Sz =2;

Siz =6; {Sz + 11
Base a 5;
Nmod - 125;
Max =50; 4 2*8z**2)

Type
Basis = arrayfl..Szl of Integer;
Bik = arraytO...10001 of Integer;
Cube - arraytl..sz,1..sz,1..szl of Integer;
Vec x array[0..1000,1..21 of Integer;
matrix = array(1..Max,1..51 of Integer;

Var
Bas: Basis;
I,J,K,Kl: Integer;
M: Cube;
Cbar: Bik;
Padic: Vec;
T1,T2: matrix;

Function Power( B,V:Integer) :Integer;
Begin

Pover:=Round(Exp(V'Ln(B)));
end; (Function Power)

1=====================Pr ocedureIn -
Procedure Inp(var Bas:Basis;var M:Cube);
var

I,J,K, Num:Integer;
Begin
ClrScr;
writeln('Ring Is of rank ',Sz,' and P Is ',Base,'.');
Vriteln('To change, edit program constants Sz and Base.');
GotoXY(8,3);
Writeln('Enter the type Of R In nonincreasing order. Errors will');
Vriteln('be detected, so be careful.');
GotoXY(1,5);
For 1:- 1 to Sz do begin
Vrite( 'D',I, '=')

Read(Kbd,Num);
Bas(II:= Num;
Vrite(Das(I I);
GotoXY(1,WhereY+1);

end;
Writeln('Input Of Ring Type Complete.');
Delay(3000);
ClrScr;

~~*s 'N .
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GotoXY(e,e);
Vriteln('Enter IN] by rows. The entries will be reduced if to the');
Vrlteln( 'correct modulo if necessary.');
GotoXY(1,10);
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin

For K:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to Sz do begin

Read(Kbd,tlua);
H(I,J,KJ:s Num mod(Power(Base,BasLKM);
GotoXY( 5*j~hereY);
Vrlte(H(I,J,KI);

end;
Writeln;

end;
end;
GotoXY(1,20);
Vriteln('lnput of Cube Complete.');
Delay(3000);

End; tProcedure Inpl
z !3azz=zzzu3=proce===Podure Invint----------------------I==

* Procedure Invint (var cbar: Dik);
* Var

I,J: Integer;
Label

ONE;
Begin

Cbar[11:= 1;
For I:= 2 to (Nuod - 1) do begin
If Cbar[I1 = 0 then begin

For J:= 2 to (Nmod -1) do begin
If (I*J) mod Nmod I then begin
Cbar(I]:= J;
CbarfjI:= I;

* Goto ONE;
* end;
* end;

end;
ONE: end;

end; (Procedure Invint)
I==zz===========rcdr Invval==:============uzu==u===I
(If X =(P**K)*U, then K = Padic(X,ll and U = Padic(X,21. If X z 0,
then k =Expo.)
Procedure Invval(var Padic:vec);
var

K,I,Expo: Integer;
Beg in
Expo:= Round(Ln(Nmod)/Ln(Base));
Padic(0,1I :ugxpo;
For I:- 1 to (Nmod-1) do begin

While (I mod Power(Base,K) =0) and (K <= Expo) do
K:= K+l;

.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~n m wP.. ; -. 'V* : - "'~.-j4N~ I ~~~ , a : :
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Padic[I,1I:= K-i;
Padic[I,21:= I div Power(Base, (K-i));

end;
end; (Procedure Invval)
(maasnuss: zugzuznp=rocedure Matr ixmakerz=----===-==-=====
Procedure Matrixmaker(var T1,T2:Ilatrix;1:Cube;Bas:Dasis);
Var
I,J,K,Sum,Rowl,Row2,Coll,Col2: Integer;

Begin
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to Sz do begin
For K:- 1 to Sz do begin
Rowi:= I 4. sz*(J-1);
Coll:= J;
Row2:= Power(Sz,2) + J + Sz*(K-1);
Col2:- 1;
T1(Rowl,CollJ:= M(I,J,KJ'Power(Base,(Bas(1]-Bas(KJ));
T1(Rov2,Col2I:= N(I,J,KI'Power(Dase,(Bas(11-Das(KI));
T2fRowlColll:= NII,J,KI*Power(Base,(Basll-Bas[KJ));
T2(Row2,Col2I:z N(I,J,KJ'Power(Base,(DasflI-Bas(K]));

end;
end;

end;
End; (Procedure Matrixmaker)
(=-===-===-=======-=========Procedure Reduce== ======zzz=== =z
Procedure Reduce (var T2:tlatrix; cbar: Elk; Padic:vec);
Label

ON,TWO, THR;
var
1, 13,I15,j,j3,J5,Piv,J1,LI,L2,Mult,Bot,Temp,minpower,Minrow,

Diff,Expo: Integer;
Begin
Expo:- Round(Ln(Nuiod)/Ln(Base));
Bot:=2'Power(Sz, 2);

For I:= 1 to (Sz+l) do begin (Loop)
TVO:If J7 <= Sz then

7: =J+1
else

Goto THR;
Ply:: I;
Mlnpower:= Expo;
Kinrow:= 1;
while(PadicfT2fPiv,jJ,1 >= 1) and (ply <= Bot) and (J7<= (Sz+1))do
beq In (Pivot Search)
If (Ply = I) then
Kinpower:: Padic[T2[Piv,J!,1J;

If Ply > I then begin
If Padic(T2(Piv,jI,1I < Padic(T2[(Piv-1),JI,11 then begin

Minpower:= Padic(T2[Piv,jI,lJ;
Minrow:= Ply;

end;
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end;
Piv:- Ply + 1;

end; (Pivot Search)
If (Ply > Dot) and (NinpowermExpo) then
Goto TWO;

If (Ply > Dot) and (Minpower < Expo) then
Plv:- Minrow;

If I < Ply then begin (Pivot)
For J1:= 1 to (Sz+1) do begin

Temp:z T2[I,J1J;
T2[I,J1J :=T2(Piv,J11;
T2[Piv,J11:= Temip;

end;
end; (Pivot)
THR:For J3:- 1 to (Sz+1) do begin
If T2(I,J3]<>0 then begin

Kult:- CbarfPadic(T2(I,J31,211;
For J1:=j3 to (sz+1) do

T2(I,JlI:- (Hult'T2[I,JlI)mod Nuod;
Goto ONE;

end;
end;
ONE:For L1:= (I + 1) to Dot do begin (Reduce Dot Li)

Diff:=Power(Base, (Abs(Padic(T2(L1,JI,11-Padic(T2(I,JI,1I)));
Mult:-((Diff*Cbar(PadicfT21I,J1,21]mod Nuod)

*PadiclT2[L1,JI,21) mod Nmod;
For L2:= J to (Sz+1) do

T2[L1,L21:=(((T2(L1,L2]-Mult*T2(I,L21)mod Nuod)+Nmod)mod Nmod;
end; (Reduce Bot Li)
For 15:-l to 2*Power(Sz,2) do begin

For J5:= 1 to (Sz+1)do
Write(Lst,T2(15,351 :4);

Vriteln(Lst);
end;

end; (Loop)
end; (Procedure Reduce)

Begin

For 1:= 0 to Nmod do begin
Cbar[I]:= 0;
Padicl,1J :=0;
Padic[I,21:=0;

end;
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin

Bas(IJ:= 0;
For J:= i to Sz do begin
For K:= 1 to Sz do begin

I(I,J,Kl:= 0;
end;

end;
end;
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Inp(Das,M);
For I:= 1 to (2*Power(Sz,2)) do begin

For J:= I to (Sz+I) do begin
Tl(I,jl:=0;
T2(I,JI =0;

end;
For K:= 0 to (Sz-1) do begin

K1:= 1+K'(Sz+l);
T1LKl,(Sz+1)J:= Power(Base,(Bas!1J-Bas[K+1]));
T2(K1,(Sz~l)]:= Power(Base,(Bas(1J-Bas(K+1J));
Tl((K1+Power(Sz,2)),(Sz+l)]:= Power(Dase,(Bas[1I-Bas(K+lI));
T2((Kl+Power(Bz,2) ),(Sz.I.)J:= Power(Base,(BasllJ-BaslK+1J));

end;
end;
Invint(cbar);
Invval(Padic);
matrixmker(Tl,T2,M,Bas);
Reduce(T2,Cbar,Padic);
For I:=1 to 2'Power(Sz,2) do begin

* For J:= 1 to (Sz+1)do
Write(Lst,Tlf I,JI: 4);

Vrite(Lst,' )

For J:=1 to (Sz+1) do
Vrite(Lst,T2[I,JI:4);

WrIteln(Lst);
end;

End. 1programl
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Program Combo;
f This Program takes two cubes, evaluates their traces, sets up the
appropriate linear system involving the Trace Formulas, and reduces
the systems to echelon form. The output will be used as follows:
1) If inconsistent, the two cubes represent totally inequivalent rings.
2) If consistent, use the output In the next step in order to solve

the system of quadratic equations which define the ring isomorphism,
should one exist.)

Lab.e1
REP,RKP2,LOOPI ,LOOPI2;

Const
Sz - 2;
Nmod = 3;
Base = 3;

Type
Elk = array(O..Nmod) of Integer;
Sys - array(1..54,1..551 of Integer;
Cube = array(1..sz,1..sz,1..szl of Integer;
Vec = array(0..Nmod,1..2)of Integer;
LftSd = Array(1..Sz,1..Sz,1..Sz,1..Sz,l..SzI of Integer;
Rtsd = Array(1..Sz,l..Sz,l..Sz,l..SzJ of Integer;
Stak = Array(1..1361 of Integer;

Var
-' I,j,j3,K,U,V,rstepl,rstep2,cstepl,cstep2,Flagl, Flag2,Runnum:Integer;

Sysl,Sys2,Raw,Work,Trace: Sys;
* K,N: Cube;

Cbar: 31k;
Padic: Vec;
Lftl,Lft2: LftSd;
Rtl,Rt2: Rtsd;
Chol: Stak;

Function Power( D,v:Integer):Integer;
Begin

Power:=Round(Exp(V'Ln(B));
end; (Function Powerl
(==z=====================ProcedureIp==~==-==== )

Procedure Inp (var M,N:Cube);
Var I,J,K,Num: Integer;

4 begin
ClrScr;
GotoXY(e,1);
writeln('Char R Is ',Nmod,'; Its rank Is ',Sz,'; P Is ',Base,'.');
Writeln('They can be chanqed by editing the program constants.');
GotoXY(8,4);
Writeln('Input row of IM), then row of IN].');

U' GotoXY(1,6);
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin

For K:z 1 to Sz do beqin
For J:- 1 to Sz do begin

Read(Kbd,Num);
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M[I,JKJ:= Nun;
GotoXYC (3'j),WhereY);
Write(Nu.);

end;
For J:- 1 to Sz do beain

Read(Kbd,Num);
N(I,J,KJ:= Mum;
GotoXY((3'j 43'sz+S),WhereY);
Write (Mum) ;

end;
Write in;

end;
end;
GotoXY(1,23);
WIte( Input of (IJ and IN)Iis complete.');

end; (Procedure Inp)
4 usuuumguzun:uzuzx~zz===Procedure Tracerzuzwwmz==au==mazz===
Procedure Tracer(M,N:Cube; var Trace:Sys);
Var

Suml ,Sul,m2,Sum.2, I,J: Integer;
begi n

For 1:= 1ito Sz do begin
Sumi -: 0;
Sum 1:- 0;
Sum2..:- 0;
Sum-2:= 0;
For 3:n 1 to Sz do beqin
SuMi_:wSuml- + M(Il,JJ;
Sum 1:=Sum1- + 14(3,1,J1;
Sum2 ,:=Sum2_ + NfI,J,JJ;
Sum_2:=Sum_2 + N(J,I,JI;

end;
Trace(I,51:=Suml_ mod Nmod;
Trace(5,I]:=Sum .1 mod Nmod;
Trace(I,61:=Sum2 mod Nmod;
Trace(6,1J:=Sum2i mod Nuod;

end;
end; (Procedure Trace)

(===zu= = ========z=Procedure Sysiluilder === = = =zzI
Procedure SySfluilder(var Sysl,Sys2:SYS; Trace:Sys);
Var

1,3: Inteqer;
begin

For 1:- 1 to C2*sz) do begin (LOOP)
If I mod 2 - 1 then beqin (Wen I is Odd)

For J:- (Sz*(I div 2)+1) to (Sz*((I div 2)+l)) do begin
BySl(I,JI:= Tracel (((J-1)mod sz)+1),51;
Sys2[I,JI:s Trace((((J-1)mod Sz)+1),61;

end;
Sys1II,(Sz'Sz + 1)1:= Trace((I + 1)div 2),61;
Svs2(I,(Sz*Sz + I)]:= Trace((I + 1)div 2),51;

end (Wen I Is Odd)
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else begin MWen I Is Even)
For J:= (Sz*((1-1) div 2)+l) to (Sz*(((I-1) div 2)+l)) do begin

SysifI,J1:z Trace(5,(C(J-l)mod Sz)+l)1;
Sys2(I,JJ:= Trace[6,(((J-1)mod Sz)+l)I;

* end;
Sysl(I,(SZ*Sz + 1)1:= Trace(6,I div 21;
Sys2(I,(SZ*Sz + 1)1:z Trace(5,I div 21;

end; MWen I is even)
end; (Loop)

end; (Procedure SysBuilder)
{ in z=sz=============Procedure Ivn====
Procedure Invint (var cbar: Elk);
Var

I,J: Integer;
Label

ONE;
Begin
Cbar(11:= 1;
For 1:- 2 to (Nuod - 1) do begin
If Cbar[I1 - 0 then begin

* For J:= 2 to (Nuod -1) do begin
If (I'J) mod Nmod =1 then begin
Cbar(II:= J;
Cbar[J]:= I;
Goto ONE;

end;
end;

end;
ONE: end;

end; (Procedure Invintl
{-----------------=== --.=---Procedure I nvvalz========================)
lIf X = (P**K)*U, then Padic[X,11 = K, Padic(X,21 =U. If X 0, then

-h Padic[X,21 = Expo.1
Procedure Invval(var Padic:vec);
Var
K,I,Bxpo: Integer;

Begin
Expo:= Round(Ln(Nmod)/Ln(Base));
Padic(O,11:=Expo;
For I:= 1 to (Nraod-1) do begin

K:- 1;
While (I mod Power(Base,K) = 0) and (K <=Expo) do

K:- K+l;
Padic(I,11:= K-i;
Padic(I,21:= I div Power(Base,(K-1));

end;
end; (Procedure Invvall
I~zm==zz====za==rcdr LeftSide---------=======
Procedure LeftSide(var Lftl,Lft2: LftSd; MI: Cube);
Var

I,LC,U,V: Inteqer;
Beqln
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For L:= 1 to Sz do begin
For V:= 1 to Sz do begin

For I:= 1 to Sz do begin
For UJ:= 1 to Sz do begin

For C:= 1 to sz do begin
Lftl(L,V,i,U,CI:= M(V,U,LI;
Lft2(L,V,I,U,CI:= M(U,V,LI;

end;
end;

end;
end;

end;
end; [LeftSide)

---------------------------------- Procedure RiqhtSide============
Procedure RightSide(var Rtl,Rt2:Rtsd; N: Cube);
Va r

I,L,C,U: Integer;
Beq in
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin

For L:= 1 to Sz do begin
For C:= 1 to Sz do heqin

For U:= 1 to Sz do begin
Rtl[I,L,C,UJ :=N(I,C,UI;
Rt2(I,L,C,UI :=N[C,I,UJ;

end;
n nd;

end;
end;

end; (Procedure RightSide)
* { ==========================Procedure Coltracker=====~======-------

(Arranges quadratic variables In lexicographic order.1
Procedure ColTracker (var Chol: Stak);
Var
Knt,I,U,CV: Integer;

Deq in
Knt:=O;
For V:= 1 to Sz do begin

For 1:= 1 to Sz do begin
For U:= 1 to Sz do beqin

For C:= 1 to Sz dc beqin
If (1O'V+I)<=(1O'U4C) then begin
Knt:= Knt + 1;
Chol(Kntl:= C + 1O'(U + 1O'(I + 1O'V));

end;
end;

end;
end;

end;
End; (Procedure ctrackerl

S==============Procedure BigTableau=z===-------------I
Procedure BigTableau (var Raw,Work:Sys; Rtl,Rt2:Rtsd; Lftl,Lft2:LftSd;

Chol:Stak);



var
C,I ,L,U,V,Checkl,Check2,Ro,Nro,Kol,QuadCols,J,LastCol: Integer;

Label
ONE, TWO;

Begin
QuadCols:=(Power(sz,4)+Power(Sz,2))div 2;
LastCol:= QuadCols + Power(Sz,2) + 1;
For L:= 1 to Sz do begin [Entries from LeftSide)
For V:= 1 to Sz do begin
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin
For U:= 1 to Sz do begin
For C:= 1 to Sz do begin
Ro:= C+Sz*((L-l)+Sz*(I-1));
Checkl:=C+lO*(U+lO*( I+lO'V));
check2:=I+lO*(V+1O*(C410*U));
For J:= 1 to QuadCols do begin
If(Chol(JI=Checkl) or (Chol[JI=Check2) then begin

* Rav(Ro,JJ:=(Raw(Ro,JI+Lftl(L,V,I,U,CJ)mod Nuod;
Vork(Ro,jI:= Raw(Ro,JI;
Nro:= Ro + Power(Sz,3);
Raw(Nro,JI:=(Raw[Nro,J1+Lft2(L,V,I,U,Cflmod Nmod;
Work[Nro,JJ:= Raw(Nro,JJ;
Goto TWO;

* end;
end; (j)

TWO:end; 1cl
end; (u)
end; ill

end; (v)
end; (Entries from LeftSide)
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin (Entries from RightSide)
For L:= 1 to Sz do begin
For C:= 1 to Sz do begin
For U:= 1 to Sz do begin
Ro:= C+5z*((L-1)+Sz*(I-1));
Kol:z Quadcols+u+(L-1)*Sz;
Raw(Ro,Koll:= (Nmod-Rtl[I,L,C,UJ)mod Nmod;
work(Ro,KolI:= (Nmod-RtltI,L,C,Uflmod Nuod;
Nro:= Ro + Power(Sz.3);
Raw(tfro,KolJ:= (Nmod-Rt2(I,L,C,UI)mod Nmod;
Work[Nro,Koll:= (Nmod-Rt2(I,L,C,IJI)mod Nmod;

end;
end;
end;

end; (Entries from RightSide)
End; (Procedure BiqTableaul
4 z= = ==========Procedure Reduc-----------------------==I
Procedure Reduce (var A:sys;cbar:Blk;Bot,LastCol:Inteqer;Padic:vec);
Label

ONE,TWO,THR;
Var
1,13,J,J3,Piv,Jl,Ll,L2,Diff,MultTem,Mlinpower,Minrow,Expo: Integer;
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Begin
EXDO:= Round(Ln(Nmod)/Ln(Base));

ClrScr;
For I:= 1 to (Bat -1)do beqin (LOOP)

TWO:If J < Lastcol then
J:uJ+1

else
Gota THR;

Piv:= I;
Minpower:= Expo;
Minrow:= I;
Vhile(Padlc(A(Piv,jJ,1I >= 1) and (Ply <= Bat) and (J<= LastCol) do
beqgin (Pivot Search)
If (Ply = I) then
Kinpower:= Padic(A(Piv,JI,1J;

If Piy > I then begin
If Padlc[A(Piv,J1,11J Padlc[AU(Pv-1),J1,1] then begin
Mlnpower:= Padlc(A(Plv,JJ,11;
Mlnrow:= Ply;

end;
end;
Piv:= Piy + 1;

end; (Pivot Search)
If (Ply > Bat) and (Minpower=Expo) then
Goto TWO;

If (Ply > Bat) and (Kinpower < Expo) then
Piv:= Minrow;

If I < Ply then beqin (Pivot)
For J1:= 1 to LastCol do beqin
TemD:= A[I,J1J;
A(I,J1J :=A(Piv,j1I;
A(Plv,j1I:= Temp;

end;
end; 1Pivot)
For L1:= (I + 1) to Bat do beqin (Reduce Bat L11

Diff:= Power(Base,(Abs(PadicfA[L1,JI,l]-Padic[([I,JI,l])));
Iult:=(CDiff*Cbar(Padic[A(I,JI,211 mod Nmod)

*Padic[(L1,JJ,21)mod Naiad;
For L2:= J to LastCol do
A[L1,L21:=((A[Ll,L2)-((ilult*A[I,L2]) mod Nmod))+ Mmnod)mod Naiad;

end; (Reduce Bat Li1
end; (Loop)
THR:For 13:= 1 to Bat do beqin

For J3:= 1 to LastCol do beqin
If A(13,J3] 0 0 then beqin
Mult:= Cbar(Padic(A[I3,J3],211;
For J1:=J3 to LastCol do
A113,jll:= (Mult*Af13,jl))mod Naiad;

Goto ONE;
end;

end;
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ON4E: end;
end; {Procedure Reduce)

-z======== = === =Procedure BTDep==---------------------==I
Procedure BTDeD(var A:Sys; Chol:Stak);
Label

LOOPC;
Var
12,j2,Dl,D2,QuadCols,Bot,LastCO1,Kol,Dest,Siq,Tau,
Num,J,K,U,C,RoCheckl,Check2: Inteaer;
Begin
Bot:= 2*Power(Sz,3);
QuadCols:= (Power(sz,4)+Power(Sz,2))div 2;
LastCol:= Quadcols + Power(Sz,2) + 1;
ClrScr; GotoXY(1,8);
Wrlteln('Modding Biq Tableau. Assume you know

A(Sig,Tau) = Dl-D2*A(I2,J2e.');
Write ('Siq = '); Read(Num); Sig:= Num; Writein;
Write ('Tau = '); Read(Num); Tau:= Num; Writein;
Write (P12 = 1); Read(Num); 12:x Mum; Wrlteln;
Write ('J2 = '); Read(Num); J2:= Num; Writeln;
Write ('Dl = '); Read(Num); Dl:= Mum; Writeln;
Write ('D2 = '); Read(Num); D2:= Mum; Writeln;
Writeln( 'Workinq. I);

Kol:= QuadCols + Tau + SZ*(Siq-1);
For U:= 1 to Sz do beqin
For C:= 1 to sz do begin
For J:= 1 to QuadCols do begin

Check2:=Tau+1O*(siq+1O*(C+1*J));
If(Chol(JI=Checkl) or (Chol(J]=Check2) then begin
Dest:= QuadCols + C + Sz*(U-1);
For Ro:= 1 to Bat do
AfRo,Destl:=(A(Ro,Destl+D1*A(Ro,JI)mod Nmod;

For K:= 1 to QuadCols do begin
Checkl:=C+1O*(Ll0*(J2+lO*12));
Check2:=32+1O*(I2+1O*(C+1O*U));
If(Chol(KI=Checkl) or (CholIKJ=Check2) then begin
For Ro:= 1 to Bot do beqin
A[Ro,KJ:=((A(Ro,K1-D2*A[Ro,J1)mod Nmod + Nmod)mod Nmod;
A(Ro,JI :=O;

end;
Goto LOOPC;

end; (ki
end; (Ro)

end; fCheck#)
end; 1jI

LOOPC:end;
end;
End; IProcedure BTDepI

---------==========Procedure BTCon------------------------==
Procedure BTCon(var A:Sys; Chol:Stak);
Label
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LOOPC;
Var
QuadCols,Bot,LastCol,Kol, Dest, Sig,Tau,
Num,Con,J,U,C,Ro,Checkl,Check2: Integer;

Begin
Bot:= 2*Power(Sz,3);
guadCols:= (Power(Sz,4)+Power(Sz,2))div 2;
LastCol:= Quadcols + Power(Sz,2) + 1;
ClrScr; GotoXY(1,8);
Writeln('Moddinq Big Tableau. Assume you know A(Slg,Tau) =Con.');
Write ('Slq = '); Read(Num); Sig:= Hum; Writein;

*Write ('Tau = '); Read(Num); Tau:= Hum; Writein;
Write ('Con = '); Read(Num); Con:= Hum; Writein;
Vriteln( 'Workinq.');

* Kol:= QuadCols + Tau + Sz*(Sia-1);
For U:= 1 to Sz do begin
For C:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to QuadCols do begin
Checkl:= C+1O'(U+10'(Tau+1O'siq));
Check2:= Tau+1O*(Sig+1O*(C+1O*U));
If(Chol(jJ=Checkl) or (Chol(J]=Check2) then begin
Dest:= QuadCols + C + Sz*(U-1);
For Ro:= 1 to Bat do begin
A(Ro,Destj:=(A[Ro,DestJ+Con*A[Ro,JI)mod Nmod;

* A(Ro,jI:=O;
end;
Goto LOOPC;

end;
end;

LOOPC:end;
end;
For Ro:= 1 to Bot do begin
A[Ro,LastColI:=((Nrnod-Con*AfRo,Kol1)mod Nmod + Nmod)mod Nmod;
A[Ro,Kol) :=O;

= end;
End; (Procedure BTConI
----------------------------------- Procedure BTScreen===========I
Procedure BTScreen(var Work:Svs; var Flaq2: Integer; Chol:Stak);
Label
REP;

Va r
Ch:Char;

Begqin
* REP:ClrScr;

GotoXY(1,8);
Writeln('Choose one of the following options:');
Vriteln('Change Variable to (Clonstant.');
Writeln('Re-express [Dlependent Variable in terms of one other.');
Writeln('(Rleduce Big Tableau aqain.');
Writeln(([Qluit Modifying Biq Tableau.');
Repeat
Read(Kbd,Ch)
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until Upcase(Ch) In 1'C1,'D','R',1Q1I;
Case Upcase(Ch) of

'C': begin
BTCon(Work,Chol);
Goto REP;

end;
'R': Flag2:= 1;
'DI: begin

BTDep(Vork,Chol);
Goto REP;

end;
'Q': Exit; ITO Iteratel

end;
End; (Procedure BTScreen)

S-===== =------=====Procedure T==azz=zzxzzx=zz
Procedure TF(var Sysl:Sys);
Var
Eot,Col,Num,K,SiqTau,Con,I: Integer;

Beqgin
Bot :=2*S z;
Col:- Power(Sz,2)+l;
ClrScr;

* GotoXY(l,8);
writeln('Hodifyinq Trace Formula. Assumes you know A(Siq,Tau)=Con.');
VrIte('SIq = '); Read(Num); Siq:= NUB; Writein;
Write('Tau = '); Read(Num); Tau:= Hum; Writein;
Vrite('Con - '); Read(Num); Con:= Hum; Writein;
writeln( 'workinq.');

4 K:=Sz*(Sjq-l) + Tau;
For 1:= 1 to Bot do begin

Syal[I,ColI:= ((Sysl(I,ColJ-Con*SyslfI,K1)mod Nmod + Hmod)mod Nmod;
SyslfI,KI ::O;

end;
End; (Procedure TF)
{ z======--======= ===z===Procedure TFScreen================zxzuzz~I
Procedure TFScreen(var Sysl:Sys; var Flaqi: Integer);
Label

ONE;
4 Var

Ch: Char;
Beg in
ONE:ClrScr;
GotoXY(8,8);
writeln('Choose one of the following options:');
Vriteln('Chanqe Variable to (Clonstant.');
Writeln('(Rleduce Trace Formula Again.');
Vriteln( '(Qit.');
GotoXY(8,1O);
Repeat

Read(Kbd,Ch);
Until Upcase(Ch) In ['C','R','Q'J;
Case Upcase(Ch) of
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IC': beqin
TF(Svsl);
Goto ONE;

end;
'01: Exit; fTo Iteratel
'R': Flaql:=1;

end;
End; (Procedure TFScreenl

----------------------------------- Procedure Iterate---------------------==I
Procedure Iterate(var Sysl,Work:Sys;var Flaql,Flag2:Integer;Chol:Stak);
Var

Ch: Char;
Begin
ClrScr;

* GotoXY(1O,8);
Writeln('Hodify (Tirace Formulas, (Buig Tableau, or

(O1lit Modifying.');
GotoXY(1O,1O);
Repeat

Read(Kbd,Ch)
Until Upcase(Ch)in[TBIQ]
Case tJvcase(Ch) of

ITV: TFScreen(Sysl,Flaql);
'B': BTScreen(Work,Flag2,Chol);
'0': Exit; (To Main Programl

end;
End; (Procedure Iterate)

---------------------------------ManProqram=====----------------------I=
Beqin

*1 Rstepl:=2*Sz;
Cstepl:=Power(Sz,2) + 1;
Rstep2:=2*Power(Sz,3);
Cstep2:=((Power(Sz,4)+Power(Sz,2))div 2)+Power(Sz,2)+1;
For I:= 0 to Nmod do begin
Cbar[II:= 0;
Padic(I,11 :=O;
Padic[I,21 :=0;

end;
For I:= 1 to CStep2 do

Choltl :=0;
For 1:= 1 to 6 do begin

For J:= 1 to 6 do
Trace(I,jI:= 0;

end;
For I:= 1 to Rstev1 do beqin

For J:= 1 to Cstepl do begin
SyslfI,JJ:= 0;
Sys2II,JI:= 0;

end;
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end; fInitialization)
Flaql:=O;
Flaq2:=O;
For I:= 1 to Rstep2 do begin

For J:= 1 to CsteP2 do begin
Raw(I,JJ:= 0;

end; ,J~a0
end;

Foend 1t;S o ei
For I:= 1 to Sz do bein

For J:= 1 to Sz do begin

M(I,J,KI:z 0;
N[I,J,KJ:= 0;
For U:= 1 to Sz do begin

Rtl[I,J,K,UI :=0;
Rt2(I,J,K,UI :=O;
For V:= 1 to Sz do begin

Lftl(I,J,K,U,VJ:= 0;
Lft2CI,J,K,U,Vl:= 0;

end;
*end

end;
end;

end;

IflD(M,N);
Invint(Cbar);
Invval(Pad ic);
Tracer(M,N,Trace);
Sysbullder(Svsl,Svs2,Trace);
LeftSide(Lftl,Lft2,M);
RiahtSide(Rtl,Rt2,N);
ColTracker(Chol);
BiqTableau(RawWork,Rtl,Rt2,Lftl,Lft2,Chol);
Write(Lst, 'Trace Formula Matrices');
GotoXY( 40,whereY);
Writeln(Lst,'Sys2 For Information Only');

4 For 1:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= i to Sz do

Vrite(Lst,' ',J,I);
end;
Vrite(Lst,' Coll);
Writeln(Lst) ;Writeln(Lst);
For I:=1 to Rstepl do begin (Echo of Sysi and Sys2)
For J:= 1 to Cstepl do

Write(Lst,Sys1(I,J1:4);
GotoY( 40,WhereY);
Wrlte(Lst,'
For J:=1 to Cstepl do

Write(Lst,Sys2(I,JJ :4);
Writeln(Lst);
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end; [Echo of Sysi and Sys2l
Reduce(Sys2,Cbar,rstepl,cstepl,Padic);
REP:Writeln(Lst);
Reduce(Sysl,Cbar,rstepl,cstepl,Padic);
Writeln(Lst, 'Reduced Trace Formula Matrices');
For I:=1 to Rstepl do begin

For J:= 1 to Cstepl do
write(Lst,Sys1(I,JJ :4);

write(Lst,l
4 For J:=1 to Cateol do

WriteCLst,Sys2(I,JI:4);
Writeln(Lst);

end;
Flaql:=O;
Iterate(Sysl,Work,Flaql,Flag2,Chol);
If Flaql=1 then
Goto REP;

Runnum:=1;
REP2:If Runnum = 1 then begin

Vriteln(Lst);
* Writeln(Lst,'Raw Tableau entries.');

For I:= 1 to Rstep2 do begin
For J3:= 1 to Cstep2 do begin
If Work(I,j3]<>O then beqln
For J:= 1 to Cstep2 do

Wzite(Lst,WorktI,JJ :2);
Writeln(Lst);
Goto LOOPI;

end;
end;

LOOPI :end;
end;
Writeln(Lst);
Reduce(Work,Cbar,Rstep2,Cstep2,Padic);
Writeln(Lst,'Run Number ',Runnum);
Writeln(Lst,'Reduced Tableau entries.');
For I:= 1 to Rstep2 do beqin

For J3:= 1 to CsteD2 do beq1n
If Work[I,J3](>O then beqin

For J:= I to Cstep2 do
Write(Lst,Workl I,JI :2);

Writeln(Lst);
Goto LOOPI2;

end;
end;

LOOPI2:end;
Flag2:=O;
Iterate(Sysl,Work,Flaql,Flaq2,Chol);
If Flaq2=1 then beqin
Runnum: = Runnum+1;
Goto REP2;

end;
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End. fPrograml
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Program IDEMPOT;
IThis Program is a subset of QUADID. Its purpose is to simplify the
search for an idempotent other than 1 in a ring R.

Label
REP,REP2,LOOPI ,LOOPI2;
Const

Sz = 3; fRank R)
Nmod = 3; (Char R1
Base = 3;

Type
B1k = array(O. .Nmod] of Integer;
Sys = array~i. .18,l..341 of Integer;
Cube = array[1..Sz,1..Sz,1..SzJ of Integer;
Vec = array(0..Nmod,1..2Jof Integer;
LftSd = Array(l..Sz,1..Sz,1..Sz,1..Sz,1..SzI of Integer;
Rtsd = Array(1..Sz,1. .Szll..Sz,1..Szl of Integer;
Stak = Array(1..241 of Integer;
Tr = Arrayfl..10,1..61 of Integer;

Var
I,J,J3,K,U,V,rstepl,rstep2,cstepl,cstep2,Flaql,
Flaq2,Rank,Runnum: Integer;
Svsl,Raw,Work: Sys;
M.N: Cube;
Cbar: 81k;
Padic: Vec;
Lftl,Lft2: LftSd;
Rtl,Rt2: Rtsd;
Chol: Stak; (# of Quadratic Variables)
Trace: Tr;
Cent: Char;

- ======= === = =Function Power=====--------------------=I
Function Power( B,v:Integer) :Integer;
Begin

Power: =Round (Exp (V*Ln ( B) I
end; iFunction Power)
(========-======-====-=====ProcedureIn==
Procedure Inp (var M:Cube);
Var I,J,K,Num: Integer;

begin
ClrScr;
GotoXY(8,4);
Witeln('The characteristic of R is ',Nmod,'; Its rank is ',sz,'.');
Writeln('To change either, edit the program constants Nmod or Sz.');
GotoXY(8,8);
writeln('Enter 1111 by rows, assuming [II) has been checked by

BASPROPS. 'I;
GotoXY(1,10);
For 1:= 1 to Sz do begin

For K:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to Sz do begin

Read(CKbd, Mum);
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M(I,J,KJ:= Num;
GotoXY( (3*j),WhereY);
Write(Num);

end;
Yr itel n;

* end;
end;
GotoXY(1,20);
Write(' Input of Cube Complete.');
Delay(1000);
ClrScr;

end; {Procedure Inpl
----------------------------------- Procedure Searchtype====:--------------=I

Procedure Searchtype(var Cent:Char; var Rank:Integer);
Label

ONE, TWO;
Beqin

ONE :GotoXY (5, 8);
Writeln('Find a [Clentral or MNoncentral Idempotent?');
Read(Kbd,Cent);
If Not (Upcase(Cent) in [1C1,1N]) then

Goto ONE;
GotoXY(5,9);
Wrlte(Cent);
TWO : otoXY (5, 12) ;
writeln('Rank of eR is 11,(21,..,or [k]?');

* Read(Kbd,Rank);
If Not (Rank in (1. .Sz)) then
Goto TWO;

GotoXY(5,14);
wrlte(Rank);

end; { Procedure Searchtype I
(====----------------------------Procedure Tracer----------------------X=
Procedure Tracer(M,N:Cube; var Trace:Tr; Cent:Char; Rank: Integer);
Var

Sumi ,Suml1,Sum2_,Sum_2,I,J: Inteqer;
begin

For I:= 1 to Sz do beqin
Suml := 0;
Sum 1:= 0;
Sum2 :-0;
Sum_2:= 0;
For J:- 1 to Sz do beqin

Sumi_:=Suml _+ tII,J,JJ;
Sum_1 :=Sum_-1 + K(J,I,JI;
if I x 1 then begin

Sum2_-:=Sum2 _ f Ntl,j,jI;
Sum -2:2Sum_2 + N(J,1,JJ;

end;
end;

dTrace[I,51:=Suml -mod Nmod;
Trace(5,IJ:=Sum 1 mod Nmod;
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If I = 1 then beqin
Trace(1,61:=Sum2_ mod Nmod;
Trace(6,1J:=Sum2i mod Nmod;

end;
end;

end; I Procedure Trace)
--------===========Procedure SYSBUilder===----------------=

Procedure SYSBUilder(var Sysl:sys; Trace:Tr; Cent:Char);
Var

J: Inteqer;
beq in

For J:= 1 to Sz do beqin
Svsl(1,Ji:= Trace(J,51;
svsl[2,jl:= Trace[5,J];

end,
SYsIll,(SZ*Sz + Mf:= Trace[l,6);
Sysl(2,(Sz*Sz + 1)1:= Trace[6,lJ;

end; (Procedure Sysfluilder)
1===== = ---=======Procedure Invint----------------------==I

Procedure Invint (var cbar: Elk);
Va r

I,J: Inteqer;
Label

ONE;
Beqin
CbarflJ:= 1;
For 1:= 2 to (Nmod - 1) do beqin
If Cbar(I] = 0 then begin

For J:= 2 to (Nmod -1) do beqin
If (I*J) mod Nmod =1 then begin
Cbar(Ii:= J;
Cbar(jI:= I;
Goto ONE;

end;
end;

end;
ONE:end;

end; lProcedure Invint)
--------===========Procedure Invval----------------------xz

fIf X = (P**K)*U, then Padic[X,11 ='K, Padic(X,2] = U. If X = 0, then
Padic(X,21 = Expo.1
Procedure Invval(var Padic:Vec);
Var

K,I,Exoo: Inteqer;
Be qin
Expo:= Round(Ln(Nmod)/Ln(Base));
Padic'O,11:=Expo; (Padic(O,21 is already 01
For I:= 1 to (Nmod-1) do beqin

K:= 1;
While (I mod Power(Base,K) = 0) and (K <= Expo) do

K:= K+l;
Padlc(I,11:= K-i;
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Padic[I,21:= I div Power(Base,(K-1));
end;

end; (Procedure Invval 1
(===--------------------------------Procedure LeftSide--------------------==I
Procedure LeftSide(var Lftl,Lft2: LftSd; M: Cube; Cent:Char);
Va r

L,C,U,V: Integer;
Begqin

For L:= 1 to Sz do begin
For V:= 1 to Sz do begin

For U:= 1 to Sz do begin
For C:= 1 to Sz do begin
Lftl[L,V,1,U,C]:= M[V,U,LI;
If UPcase(Cent) = 'C' then
Lft2[L,V,1,U,CI:= H[U,V,L];

end;
end;

end;
end;

end; fLeftSidel
(========= =======Procedure RiqhtSide-------------------==I

Procedure RiqhtSide(var Rtl,Rt2:Rtsd; N: Cube; Cent:Char);
Var
L,C.U: Integer;

Begin
For L:= 1 to Sz do begin

For C:= 1 to Sz do begin
For U:= 1 to Sz do begin

Rtl(1,L,C,UI:= N[1,C,UI;
If Upcase(Cent) = 'C' then
Rt2(1,L,C,UI:= N(C,1,UI;

end;
end;

end;----------PoeueCtrke:=--------
end; (Procedure RightSidel

fArranqes quadratic variables In lexicographic order I
Procedure ColTracker (var Chol: Stak);
Var
Knt,U,C,V: Integer;

Begin
Knt:=0;
For V:= 1 to Sz do begin

For U:= 1 to Sz do beqin
For C:= 1 to Sz do begin
If (10*v+l)<=(10'IJ+C) then begin
Knt:= Knt + 1;
Chol[Kntl:= C + 10*(U + 10*(l + 10*v)); MVUC as Base 10 *

end;
end;

end;
end;
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End; {Procedure Coltrackerl
---------------------------------- Procedure BiqTableau=====--------------==

Procedure BiaTableau (var Raw,Work:Sys; Rtl,Rt2:Rtsd;
Lftl,Lft2:LftSd; Chol:Stak; Cent:Char);

Var
C,L,U,V,Checkl,Check2,Ro,Nro,Kol,QuadCols,J,LastCol: Integer;

Label
ONE,TWO;

Be qin
QuadCols:=(2*Power(Sz, 3)-Power(Sz, 2) +Sz )div 2;
LastCol:= QuadCols + Power(Sz,2) + 1;
For L:= 1 to Sz do begin (Entries from LeftSide)
For V:= 1 to Sz do beqin

For U:= 1 to Sz do begin
For C:= 1 to Sz do beqin

* Ro:= C+Sz*(L-1);
Checkl:=C+1O*(U+1O*(1+1O*V));
Check2:=1+10*(V+1O'(C+1O'U));
For J:= 1 to QuadCols do begin
If(Chol[J]=Checkl) or (Chol[J]=Check2) then begin
Raw(Ro,jI:=(Raw(Ro,JI+Lftl[L,V,1,U,Cflmod Nmod;
Work(Ro,JI:= Raw(Ro,JI;
If Upcase(Cent) = 'C' then beqin
Nro:= Ro + Sz*Sz;
Raw[Nro,JI:= (Raw[Nro,J]+Lft2[L,V,1,U,CI)mod Nmod;
Vork[Nro,JI:= Raw(Hro,JI;

end;
Goto TWO;

end;
end; {j1
TWO: end; (c)

end; (ul
end; IV)

*end; (Entries from LeftSidel
For L:= 1 to Sz do beqin [Entries from RlqhtSidel

* For C:= 1 to Sz do begin
For U:= 1 to Sz do begin
Ro:= C+Sz*(L-1);
Kol:= QuadCols+U+(L-1)*Sz;
Raw[Ro,Kol):= (Nmod-Rtl[1,L,C,Uflmod Nmod;
Work(Ro,Koll:= RawfRo,KolJ;
If Upcase(Cent) = 'C' then begin
Nro:= Ro + Sz*Sz;
RawlNro,Koll:= (Nmod-Rt2[1,L,C,U])mod Nmod;
Work(tNro,KolJ:= Raw[Nro,Kol);

end;
end;

end;
end; (Entries from RiqhtSidel

End; (Procedure BigTableaul
---------------------------------- Procedure Reduce------------------------=I

Procedure Reduce (var A:svs; cbar:Blk; Bot,LastCol:Inteqer; Padlc:vec);

q. - - ... - - Z
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Label
ONE,TWO,THR;

Var
I,13,J,J3,Piv,J1,L1,L2,Diff,Mult,Temp,Minpower,Minrow,Expo: Integer;

Bectin
ExDo:= Round(Ln(Nmod)/Ln(Base));

ClrScr;
For I:= 1 to (Bot -1)do beqin {Loop}
TWO:If J < LastCol then
J:=J+.

else
Goto THR;

Piv:= 1;
Mlnpower:= Expo;
Klnrow:= I;
While(Padic!A[Piv,J],11 >= 1) and (ply <= Bat) and (J<= LastCol)do
beg in (Pivot Searchl
If (Ply = I) then
Minpower:= Padlc(A(Plv,JI,1I;
If Piv > I then beqin
if PadicEA[Piv,J],1J < Padic1AI(Piv-1),J],11 then begin
Mlnpower:= Padic[A(Piv,JJ,11;
Minrow:= Ply;

end;
end;
Piv:= Piv + 1;

end; 1Plvot Searchi
if (PiV > Bot) and (finvower=Expo) then
Goto TWO;
If (Ply > Bot) and (Minpower < Exoo) then
Plv:= Minrow;
If I < Piy then begin (Pivotl
For Jl:= 1 to Lastcol do beqin
Temp:= A(I,J11;
A(I,J1I :=AfPiv,J1i;
A[PlV,J1I:= TemD;
end;

end; lPivotl
For Ll:= (I + 1) to Bat do begin fReduce Bot Li)
Diff:= Power(Base,(Abs(Padic[A[L1,J],1]-Padic[A[I,J],1])));
Kult:=( (Diff*Cbar(Padlc(A(I,J1,21 Imod Nmod)

*Padic(A[L1,j],21)mod Nmod;
For L2:= J to LastCol do
A[L1,L2]:=((A(L1,L2] - ((Mult*A(I,L21) mod Nmod))+ Nmod) mod Nmod;

end, (Reduce Bat L11
end; (Loop)
THR:For 13:= 1 to Bat do beqin
For J3:= 1 to Lastcol do beqin
If A(13,j31(>O then beqin
Mult:= Cbar1Padic[Af13,J31,21 1;
For J1:=J3 to LastCol do
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* A(13,JlJ:= (MUlt*A[13,JlJ)mod Nmod;
Goto ONE;

end;
end;
ONE:end;

end; (Procedure Reducel
----------------------------------- Procedure BTDep==---------------------==

Procedure BTDep(var A:SYS; Chol:Stak);
Label

LOOPC;
Var
12,j2,DI,D2,QuadCols,Bot,LastCol,Kol,Dest,Siq,Tau,
Num,J,K,U,C,Ro,Checkl,Check2: Integer;

Beg in
Bot:= 2*Power(sz,2);
QuadCols:= (2*Power(sz, 3)-Power(Sz, 2)+Sz)div 2;
LastCol:= Quadcols + Power(Sz,2) + 1;
ClrScr; GotoXY(1,8);
Writeln('Moddinq Big Tableau. Assume you know A(Sig,Tau)

D1-D2*A(I2,j2).');
Write ('Sig = '); Read(Num); Sig:= Nuni; Wrlteln;
Write ('Tau = '); Read(Num); Tau:= Num; Writeln;
Write ('12 = '); Read(Num); 12:= Num; Writein;
Write ('J2 = '); Read(Nuu); J2:= Num; Writeln;
Write ('Dl = '); Read(Num); D1:= Hum; Writeln;
Write ('D2 = 1); Read(Num); D2:= Hium; Writeln;
Writeln( 'Workinq.');
Kol:= QuadCols + Tau + Sz*(Siq-1);
For U:= 1 to Sz do begin
For C:= 1 to Sz do begin
For J:= 1 to QuadCols do begin
checkl:=C+1O*(U+1O*(Tau+1O*Sig));
Check2:=Tau+1O*(Siq+1O*(C+1O*U));
If(Chol[JI=Checkl) or (Chol(JI=Check2) then begin
Dest:= QuadCols + C + Sz*(U-1);
For Ro:= 1 to Bot do
A(Ro,Destl:=(A(Ro,Dest]+D1'A(Ro,JJ)mod Nmod;

For K:= 1 to QuadCols do beqin
Checkl:=C+1O*(U+1O*(J2+1O*12));
Check2:=J2+1O*(I2+1O*(C+1O*U) );
If(Chol[K]=Checkl) or (Chol(K]=Check2) then begin
For Ro:= 1 to Bot do begin
A(Ro,K]:=((A , Ro,K]-D2*A[Ro,JJ)mod Nmod + Nmod)mod Nmod;
AfRoJI:=O;

end;
Goto LOOPC;

end; (kl
end; (Rot

end; fCheck#l
end; (il

LOOPC:end;
end;

PP *
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------------------------- rcdr fProcedure BTDeol

Procedure BTCon(var A:Sys; Chol:Stak);
Label
LOOPC;

Var
QuadCols,Bot,LastCol,Kol,Dest,Slg,Tau,
Num,Con,J,U,C,Ro,Checkl,Check2: Integer;

Begin
Hot:= 2*Power(Sz,2);
QuadCols:= (2*Power(Sz, 3)-Power(Sz,2)+2)div 2;
LastCol:= Quadcols + Power(Sz,2) + 1;

* ClrScr; GotoXY(1,8);
Writeln('Modding Big Tableau. Assume you know A(Sig,Tau) =Con.');
Write ('Sig = '); Read(Num); Sig:= Num; Writein;
Write ('Tau = 1); Read(Num); Tau:= Hum; Writeln;
Write ('Con ='); Read(Num); Con:= Hum; Writeln;
Writeln('Workinq.1);
Kol:= Quadcols + Tau + Sz*(Sjq-l);
For U:= 1 to Sz do begin

For C:= 1 to Sz do begin
* For J:= 1 to QuadCols do begin

Check2:= Tau+10*(Sjg+1Q*(C+10*U));
If(Chol[J1=Check1)or(Cho1Jii=Check2) then begin
Dest:= QuadCols + c + sz*(U-1);
For Ro:= 1 to Hot do begin
A[Ro,Destl:=(A(Ro,Destl+Con*A[Ro,JI)mod Nmod;
A(Ro,JI:=O;

* end;
Goto LOOPC;

end;
end;

LOOPC:end;
end;

4 For Ro:= 1 to Hot do begin
A(Ro,LastCol1:=((Nmod-Con*A(Ro,Koi1)mod Nmod + Nmod)mod Nmod;
A(Ro,KolJ :=O;

end;
End; {Procedure BTCon1

* f(================-=======----Procedure BTScre en------------------------I
Procedure BTScreen(var Work:Sys; var Flag2: Integer; Chol:Stak);
Label
REP;
Va r

Ch:Char;
Begin

REP: ClrScr;

GotoXY(1,8);
Writeln('Choose one of the followinq options:');
Writeln('Change Variable to (Clonstant.');
Writeln('Re-express (Diependent variable In terms of one other.');
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Witeln('[Rleduce Big Tableau aqain.');
Writeln('(Qluit Modifyinq Big Tableau.');
Repeat

Read(Kbd,Ch)
Until rUpcase(Ch) in ('C','D','R'D'Q'];
Case Upcase(Ch) of

'C': begin
BTCon(Work,Chol);
Goto REP;

end;

'i: begin
BTDep(Work,Chol);
Goto REP;

end;
1 0': Exit; (To Iterate)

end;
End; (Procedure BTScreen)

----------------------------------- ProcedureTF=------------
Procedure TF(var Sysl:Sys);
Var
Col,Num,K,Sicr,Tau,Con,I: Integer;

Begin
Col:= Power(Sz,2)+l;
ClrScr;
GotoXY(1,8);
Writeln('Modifyinq Trace Formula. Assumes you know A(Siq,Tau)

Con.');
Write('Siq = '); Read(Num); Siq:= Hum; Writein;
Write('Tau = '); Read(Num); Tau:= Hum; Writein;
Write('con = '); Read(Num); Con:= Hum; Writeln;
Writeln( 'Workinq.');
K:=Sz*(Siq-1) +. Tau;

* For I:= i to 2 do begin
Sysl[I,Coll:= ((Sys1[I,Col]-Con*Sysl[I,K])mod Nmod + Nmod)mod Nmod;
Sysl(I,KI :=O;

end;
4End; (Procedure TF}

(==============Procedure TFScreen--------------------==I
Procedure TFScreen(var Sysi:Sys; var Flaqi: Integer);

* Label
ONE;

Var
Chi: Char;

Begin
ONE: ClrScr;
GotoXY(8,8);
Writeln('Choose one of the following options:');
Writeln('Chanqe variable to (Clonstant.');
Writeln('(Rleduce Trace Formula Again.');
Writeln( ' [Ouit.1)'
GotoXY(8,lO);
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Repeat
Read(Kbd,Ch);

Until Upcase(Ch) in ('C','R','Q'J;
Case Uocase(Ch) of

'C': begin
TF(Sysl);
Goto ONE;

end;
'0': Exit; (To Iterate)
'RI: Flaql:=l;

end;
End; tProcedure TFScreenl

---------------------------------- Procedure Iterate---------------------==I
Procedure Iterate(var Sysl,work:Sys;var Flaql,Flaq2:Inteqer;chol:Stak);
Var

Ch: Char;
Begin

ClrScr;
GotoXY(1O,8);
Writeln('Modify [Tirace Formulas, [Blig Tableau, or

[Qlit Modifying.,);
GotoXY(.1O,1O);
Repeat

Read (Kbd,Ch
Until Uocase(Ch) in PT','B1,'Q1;
case Upcase(Ch) of

IV': TFScreen(Sysl,Flaql);
'B': BTScreen(Work,Flaq2,Chol);
'0': Exit; {To Main Proqraul

end;
End; (Procedure Iterate)

Begin

Rste~l :=2;
Cstepl:=Power(sz,2) + 1;
Rstep2:=2*Power(Sz,2);
Cstep2:=( (2*Power(sz,3)-Power(Sz,2)+Sz)div 2)+Power(Sz,2)+1;
For I:= 0 to Nmod do begin

Cbar[I):= 0;
Padic! 1,11:=0;
Padic(I,21 :=0;

end;
* For I:= 1 to CStep2 do

Chol(I I:=0;
* For I:= 1 to 6 do begin

For J:= 1 to 6 do
Trace[I,Jl:= 0;

end;
For I:= 1 to RSteDl do begin

X.-~~~ 1'V k
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For J:= 1 to Cstepl do begiin
Sys1[I,J]:= 0;

end;
end; {Initializatlon}
Flaql:=0;
Flag2:=O;
For I:= 1 to Rstep2 do beqin

For J:= I. to Cstep2 do begin
Raw(I,JI:= 0;
Work[I,jl:z 0;

end;-
end;
For I:= 1 to Sz do begin

For J:= 1 to Sz do begin
For K:= 1 to Sz do beqin

MfI,J,KI:= 0;
N(I,J,K]:= 0;
For U:= 1 to Sz do beqin

Rtl[I,J,K,JI:=0;
Rt2[I,J,K,UIJ:=0;
For V:= 1 to Sz do begin

Lftl(I,J,K,U,VJ:= 0;
Lft2[I,J,K,U,Vl:= 0;

end;
end;

end;
end;

end;

Inp(M);
Invint(Cbar);
Invval(Padlc);
Searchtype(Cent,Rank);
For I:= 1 to Rank do beqin

end;
Tracer (M,N,Trace,Cent,Rank);
Sysbuilder(Sys1,Trace,Cent);
Leftside(LftlLft2,M,Cent);
RiqhtSlde(Rti,Rt2,N,Cent);
ColTracker (Cho 1);
BiqTableau(Raw,Work,Rtl,Rt2,Lftl,Lft2,Chol,Cent);
Writeln(Lst,'Trace Formula Matrix');
Writeln(Lst);
For I:= 1 to Sz do beqin
For J:= 1 to Sz do

Write(Lst,' ',J,I);
end;
Write(Lst,' Coll);
WrIteln(Lst) ;Writeln(Lst);
For I:=1 to Rstepl do be~i1n (Echo of Sysl)
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For J:= 1 to CsteQI do
Write(Lst,Sysl(I,J] :4);

Writeln(Lst);
end; {Echo of Sysli
REP:Writeln(Lst);
Reduce(Sysl,Cbar,rstepl,cstepl,Padic);
Writeln(Lst,'Reduced Trace Formula Matrix');
For I:=1 to Rstepl do beqin

For J:= 1 to Cstepl do
Write(Lst,Sysl[I,JI :4);

Writeln(Lst);
end;
Flaq : =0;
Iterate(Sysl,Work,Flaql,Flaq2,Chol);
If Flaql=1 then
Goto REP;

Runnum:=1;
REP2:If Runnum = 1 then begin

wrlteln(Lst);
Writeln(Lst, 'Raw Tableau entries.');
For I:= 1 to Rstep2 do beqin

For J3:= 1 to Cstep2 do begin
If WorkIII,J31<>O then beqin
For J:= 1 to Csteo2 do

Write(Lst,Work[I,JI :2);
witeln(Lst);
Goto LOOPI;

end;
end;

LOOPI :end;
end;
Wrlteln(Lst);
Reduce(Work,Cbar,Rstep2,Cstep2,Padic);
Writeln(Lst,'Run Number ',Runnum);
Writeln(Lst, 'Reduced Tableau entries.');
For I:= 1 to Rstep2 do begin

For J3:= 1 to Cstev2 do beqin
If Work[I,J31(>0 then begin

For J:= 1 to Cstep2 do
Write(Lst,Work(I,JI :2);

Writeln(Lst);
Goto LOOPI2;

end;
end;

L00212:end;
Flaa2:=0;
Iterate(Sysl,Work,Flaql,Flaq2,Chol);
If Flaq2=1 then begin
Runnum: = Runnum+1;
Goto REP2;

end;
End. { Proqraml
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